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ASILOMAR* the
Ideal Square Dance Vacation
JULY 26-31, 1970
Meet our great staff
Arnie Kronenberger
Earl Johnston
Bruce Johnson
Manning and Nita Smith
Bob and Becky Osgood
and introducing
Don Armstrong
Merrill Hall
is where we dance
Come to where the
Square Dance Action Is

For the past 19 years square dancers from all parts of the world have gathered in
this beautiful spot to dance to some of the finest callers and teachers and to enjoy
new friendships, excellent food and party surprises, unsurpassed anywhere. For
dancers there are daytime workshops in squares, rounds and contras, sit-down talk
sessions, non-dancing fun, party dances, after parties, eic. FOR CALLERS A SPECIAL

COURSE LED BY EARL JOHNSTON (Connecticut) for a few callers wishing to learn to
call or to improve their calling skills (by special application). Those with CHILDREN
are invited to inquire regarding our supervised program specially designed for the
young people. Whatever your interest in square dancing may be, you'll have a ball
at Asilomari
Send for your Brochure

The Sets in Order
AMERICAN SQUARE DANCE SOCIETY
462 NORTH ROBERTSON BOULEVARD

LOS ANGELES, CALIFORNIA 90048

Located on the white sands of the Pacific Coast amid the pines,
near Monterey, California.

Letters of interest to readers
appear in this section. Send
your comments to the editor
giving full name and address.
Unsigned letters disregarded.

Dear Editor:
I am a caller from Seattle, Washington,
currently stationed in Vietnam. In your February issue you listed Major Gene Norris as a
contact but he is no longer here. I would like
to know if there is anybody else I could
contact.
Mike De Sisto
Vietnam
Dear Editor:
The best contact in Vietnam would be the
Vietnamese-American Assn. which sponsors the
Viet-My Mixers. They dance on every Sunday
afternoon and the association is located in
Saigon. They specialize in teaching the English
language to the Vietnamese. Mrs. White was
Athletic Director for the association and the
organization is listed in the military 'phone
book. I hope this will help in future answers
to servicemen in Vietnam.
Gene Norris
Springfield, Ore.
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Dear Editor:
We now have 56 clubs in the British Assn.
of American Square Dance Clubs and Round
Dance Clubs in London, Huntingdon and
Hampshire. The round dancing is gaining in

(Please turn. to page 56)
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With these Records

YOU can ALMOST
WORK

MIRACLES

These three records, incorporating the
basic program of American Sqaure Dancing, feature the calling skill of Bob Ruff.
They represent many years of combined
experience by teacher-callers Ruff and
Jack Murtha and present the most comprehensive, all-purpose teaching aid for
schools and for groups not privileged to
have their own trained teacher-callers.
Starting with LP 6001, (Level One) the
calls on the records start at the beginning
with the very simplest drills and dances.
LP 6002, (Level Two), continues where the
first record leaves off, introducing each
basic with clarity and confidence. New LP
6003, (Level Three), has been released and
continues the progression.
Each of these three levels includes extensive illustrated teacher-notes as a part

of the attractive albums. Additional assistance for teachers with drills for each of the
practice sessions is included in each
album.
If you're working with young people in
the schools, or if you have a group interested in learning to square dance in your
recreation room or perhaps in learning to
call, (you'll find that by studying the methods used on the record, you'll learn most
rapidly), then this series will be your
answer.

Learning to square dance should never be
work! The team of Ruff and Murtha have
made the first steps in square dancing delightful experiences. You're invited to send
for an illustrated flyer or if you wish, order
arry one or ail three of the albliMS. The price
$5.95 each (Californians please add 5%
sales tax).
AVAILABLE FROM YOUR RECORD DEALER OR:

The Sets in Order AMERICAN SQUARE DANCE SOCIETY
462 North Robertson Boulevard, Los Angeles, California 90048

is
LAST MINUTE CONVENTION FLASHES: The Mid-May pre-registration count
Couple this
for the Louisville Fantastic reached 13,450 dancers.
with neighboring area last minute registrants and the count could
swell to 18,000 plus. At this point registrations include dancers
from every State (with the exception of South Dakota). Puerto
Rico, the Philippines and Saudi Arabia will all be represented.
Those going to the National will want to pay special attention to
the Square Dance Segment of the program where many innovations including a master plan and a "control central" will insure the
smooth working of a number of square dance events operating simultaneously. Those involved in future conventions will find excellent suggestions for programming on the grand scale.....Be sure to
visit the Sets in Order American Square Dance Society's booth #38
and see our Service exhibit in the organizational display area.
LUBBOCK, TEXAS:
Word from the scene of the recent devastating
tornado indicates severe damage to homes of square dancers in that
area. Details are slow in coming in, however groups interested in
offering assistance, if it is requested, may write this publiSimilar aid
cation and news will be relayed as it is received.
from square dancers in the past has been overwhelming.
ASSOCIATIONS AND PUBLICATIONS: Up-to-date listings of all associations (dancers, round dance teachers, callers) needed now for
directories to appear in coming months....A special newsletter designed just for association presidents and editors of area publications is now being mailed to all on current president and editor
directory list. Please be sure that your listing is up-to-date.
DANCE EXHIBITION EXTRAORDINAIRE: Those interested in outstanding
dance concerts with an International flavor will be in their glory
when viewing the 1970 performance of Duquesne University's Tamburitzans.
At present this group of college students from Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania, are on a cross country tour with da
Last year their
presentative of the Slavic and Balkan people.
"An American Mosaic" toured Russia and other East European
This is an excellent group and
countries representing the U.S.A.
one of the finest examples of the folk dance art. It is, in the
opinion of many, rated equally with the best of any dance representations from other countries.
-

Hampton, Va.
Apr 23 2 1970
Clinton Instrument Company
Boston Post Road
Clinton, Connecticut 064)3
Dear• Clint,
My P-120M Sound System with XP -90 Sound Columns is unquestionably the
best sounding sound system that I have ever heard. I have received
many favorable compliments on my system from the dancers as well as
the other callers.
I like it's conveniences, lightness in weight, tremendous power and
the complete lack of distortion throughout it's power range. The
XP-90 Sound Column is absolutely the best. It has resolved all the
sound problems I had in the square dance halls that I use. It has
eliminated all dead spots and provided a room full of good sound.

—Ray Ritchie, Hampton, Va,
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—Murray Truax, W aymart, Pa.

AMPLIFIER
PA-120M $375.00

SOUND COLUMN
XP-90 -$151.00

CLINTON INSTRUMENT CO., BOSTON POST ROAD, CLINTON, CONN. 06413 TEL. (203) 669-7548

Let Your Square Dance Clothier Help You

Dreg for thg Danea<°'
ALASKAN SQUARE DANCE SHOP
4440 View Circle, Anchorage, Alaska 99502

MADELYN FERRUCCI CREATIONS
Brewster & Lake Rds., Newfield, N.J. 08344

ALLEMANDE SHOP
250 N. Main St. (Rt. 55) Crown Point, Ind. 46307

GILBERT'S MEXICAN SHOP
15 East Market Street, Akron, Ohio 44308

AQUA BARN WESTERN SHOP
12301/2 Westlake Ave. No., Seattle, Wash. 98109

HAPPY VALLEY
15113 Stanwood St. S.W., Dalton, Ohio 44618

ARIZONA FASHIONS
R. D. #1, Box C-311 Lock Haven, Pa. 17745

!RONDA SCIARE DANCE SHOPPE
759 Washington Ave., Rochester, N. Y. 14617

BILL & VALS CARRIAGE HOUSE
140 E. Butler Ave., Chalfont, Bucks Co., Pa. 18914

McCULLOCH COSTUME & DANCE OUTFITTERS
1195 Dundas St., London, Ontario, Canada

THE BUCKBOARD WESTERN SHOP
RFD #2, Marshall, Michigan 49068

NICK'S WESTERN SHOP
245 E. Market St., Kingsport, Tenn. 37660

CHEZ BEA SQUARE DANCE CREATIONS
650 N.E. 128th St., North Miami, Ha. 33161

PEARL'S WESTERN FASHIONS
Dawes Ave., Clinton, N.Y. 13323

CIRCLE C WESTERN WEAR
131 Wheelock Ave., Millbury, Mass. 01527

PEG'S SQUARE DANCE SHOP
Rt. 143, Hinsdale, Mass. 01235

CIRCLE EIGHT WESTERN WEAR
12146 California Street, Yucaipa, Calif. 92399

ROBERTSON DANCE SUPPLIES
3600-33rd Avenue, Sacramento, Calif. 95824

CORRAL SHOP
521 W. Pender, Vancouver, B.C., Canada

RUTHAD PETTICOATS AND PANTIES
8869 Avis, Detroit, Michigan 48209

THE DANCERS CORNER
2228 Wealthy SE, Grand Rapids, Mich. 49506

SKY RANCH SADDLERY
109-111 S. Main St., Central Square, N.Y. 13036

DANCE CRAFT
424 Brentwood, Burnaby, B.C., Canada

THE SPORTSMAN SHOPS
2658 E. Garvey (Citrus & Freeway), W. Covina, Calif. 91790

DEE'S SQUARE DANCE SHOP
8551 N. Riverview Dr., Kalamazoo, Mich. 49004

SQUARE DANCE CORNER
2435 N. Dixie Hwy., Wilton Manor, Fla. 33305

DO-C-DO SHOPPE
Corner Wall Church Rd. & Hwy. 35, Wall, N.J. 07719

SQUARE TOGS
11757 Hwy, 42, Sharonville, Ohio 45241

DOUBLE 0 RANCH WEAR
1460 National Street, Memphis, Tennessee 38122

TOWN AND COUNTRY SQUARE DANCE FASHIONS
3490 Sheridan Dr., Buffalo, New York 14226

DUDES & DOLLS SHOP
562R E.Washington st,, Indianapolis, Ind. 46219

THE WESTERN SHOP
Rt 119 South, New Alexandria. Pa. 15670

ED & MAREA'S SQUARE DANCE SHOP
317 Peninsula Drive, Erie, Pa. 16505

THE WESTERN SHOP
112 N. Orange, Fredericksburg, Texas 78624

F & S WESTERN SHOP
1553 WesternAve., Toledo,Ohio 43609

KAY WILSON
5022 Nokomis Ave., Minneapolis, Minn. 55417

SQUARE DANCING
MAGAZINE
MAY BE PURCHASED
AT THESE STORES

STORES handling square dance clothing are invited to write
Sets in Order for information regarding a listing on this page.

Every activity, large or small, needs its "showcase." For American square
dancing, this takes the form of one giant event each year. The grand-daddy of
all festivals and round ups, the hoedown of all hoedowns, is the annual National
Square Dance Convention. Conceived in the early 1950's as a possibility, and a
rather ambitious one at that, the first "National" was held in Riverside, California
May 30, 31 and June 1, 1952.
The purpose of the convention was to serve as a "gathering of the clans,"
a hoped-for several thousands dancers from all parts of the country, dancing to
representative callers, mixing in workshops and special events, and dancing
together in the several large halls provided for the occasion. The end results
far outweighed what had been imagined possible. Actual attendance figures of
that pioneer event are not available but it was thought that somewhere around
5,000 participants from almost half of the United States took part. As a result
of the publicity received in the area and national press came an immediate and
renewed interest in the activity and a solid foundation for future conventions
was established.
The second national convention was held in 1953 in Kansas City, Missouri.
Here again city officials, hotel people, and non-dancers were amazed, not only
at the huge numbers who turned out, but by the entire wholesome aspect of this
different type of convention no smoke-filled rooms, no destructive rowdyism
and no attempts to disrupt orderly conduct of business. Instead thousands of
dancers in gay costumes came from all parts of the country, friendly, happy,
good customers for the local stores, good representatives for America.
In all, the convention has been held 18 times. It was decided long ago that size
alone does not indicate the success of the event and the attendance figures have
ranged from the low 5,000 to over 18,000 ( Detroit, 1961 ) . The National
Executive Committee formed from past convention chairmen, sees to it that the
convention travels to as many different parts of the country as possible, making
it available to more and more square dancers. Here is a run-down on the
Nationals since 1954. Let's make sure that there is a National in your future!
Dallas, Texas-1954
Oklahoma City, Oklahoma-1955
San Diego, California-1956
St. Louis, Missouri-1957
Louisville, Kentucky-1958
Denver, Colorado-1959
Des Moines, Iowa-1960
Detroit, Michigan-1961
Miami Beach, Florida-1962
St. Paul, Minnesota-1963
Long Beach, California-1964
Dallas, Texas- 1965
Indianapolis, Indiana-1966
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania-1967
Omaha, Nebraska-1968
Seattle, Washington-1969
—

Next year it will be New Orleans, Louisiana, June 25, 26, 27,
and then in 1972, Des Moines, Iowa, June 22, 23, 24.
8
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TO THE 19TH ANNUAL NATIONAL. SQUARE DANCE CONVENTION

Welcome to Kentucky, where square dancing has been an
important form of recreation for almost two hundred years.
We are proud that you have selected the Bluegrass state for
ill take time to explore the heritage
w
your
convention
and hope
of our
state to learn
of theyou
culture that surrounded the growth of
square dancing here.
You will find that Kentucky ahounds with other forms of
recreation and maintains the finest system of state parks in the
nation. Take time to "Rediscover Kentucky- and find out for your
fast becoming the recreational heart
self why the Blueg,rass state
of midwest America.
Since rely yours.

LOME B. NUNN
C,overno r

Louie B. Nunn
Governor of Kentucky

A

the final trimmings are being put on Convention - Hall,
Louisville, Kentucky. For the hosting dancers,
for General Chairman Roy and Marita Davis
and for Assistant General Chairman Denny
and Dot McDonald; for the outstanding Publicity, Housing, and Events Chairman and for
the hundreds of men and women on their committees, this is the culmination of a year of planning and a year of hard work. No one but
those who have been this route in the past can
conceive the dozens of little things that crop
up during the period of planning that need
S THE ‘6COUNT-DOWN" STARTS,

instant and individual attention. The results
you will see when you reach Louisville in time
for the June 25th opening.
Since this is one of the two of the previous
sites to get a "replay" ( Louisville hosted the 7th
in 1958, Dallas in 1954 and 1965), undoubtedly
the folks in the Kentucky area will be out not
only to beat their own and other attendance records but to present a square dance picture of
friendliness and warmth not easily duplicated
anywhere.
The Sets In Order American Square Dance Society will be on hand at the National with its special booth. Be sure to drop by and pay us a visit!

TRAIL DANCES TO THE NATIONAL CONVENTION

June 23—Chicago Area Callers Assn. — Boy
Scouts Bldg. ( formerly Square Dance
Center), Highway 12, Arlington Heights,
Ill. Association members calling. Dr. Ben
Adams, Dance Chairman.
June 23—Greater Memphis SID Assn. —
Eugene Woods Commun. Center, 212
Polk St., West Memphis, Ark. Eurie
Williams, caller. C. B. Oakley, Dance
Chairman.
SQUARE DANCING, June, '70

June 23—Shooting Stars Trail-In Dance —
American Legion Hall 212 N. Fayette St.,
( U.S. Route No. 35) , Washington C. H.,
Ohio. Contact Glen Whittington, 917
Clinton Ave., Washington C. H., Ohio.
June 23—Miami Valley Dance Council Trail
In Dance, Mike Solomon Pavillion, 2917
Berkley (off W. Dorothy Lane) Dayton,
Ohio.
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A Coordinated Program for

UNIVERSAL RECOGNITION
SQUARE DANCE WEEK
a Square Dance
COMMEMORATIVE STAMP
indicated their
active participation in this year's drive for
a synchronized official SQUARE DANCE
WEEK. By the time the program. has reached
full momentum we hope to have a fairly accurate list of the regions and states participating
in this initial coordinated program. We point
out once again the idea of an official week of
square dancing is not new. For the past 15
years official proclamations have been issued
at one time or another by Governors of various
states. However, in all probability, this may
be the first attempt to designate a specific week
in September as the focal point for a universal
program.
It should be pointed out that the reason for

A

LREADY MANY AREAS HAVE

the selection of a week in September is to tie
in with the start of square dance classes. The
end of the warm summer and the opening of
the autumn season traditionally mark the most
popular time for new square dance beginner
classes. A concentrated program to focus the
attention on square dancing at this time should
have a positive effect in attracting more dancers
than ever into the activity.
The Stamp

Petitions for a Commemorative Square
Dance Stamp are once again circulating in
clubs throughout the country. Sample petition
forms will be available at the Sets in Order
American Square Dance Society booth at the
national convention later this month.
The delegation of PennsylvaniaDelaware square dancers who
recently visited their Congressman,
Lawrence G. Williams, at the
Nation's Capitol. Congressman
Williams (front row left), is
just one of many leading
government officials being
approached on behalf of a
Square Dance Presidential
Inaugural Ball, a Square
Dance Commemorative
Stamp and an Official
Week of Square Dancing.

in a new feature for dancers
DANCER
MODULE

TAKE A GOOD LOOK
rThis couple to-

Meet Joe
Barbara
gether with three others will represent you-in-the-square
in this new feature. Their goal is to help YOU!

F

we dancers have had
our work cut out for us in keeping up with
the new movements being presented to us by
our callers at our dances and in our workshops.
Some of the movements have been fun and
have flowed nicely and some (which don't
seem to last too long) haven't.
There are problem spots in almost every
new movement and if we understand just what
is expected of us, where we are when we start
and what position we are in when the movement is completed, we find that we have little
or no trouble.
So, starting next month, we're going to take
OR QUITE SOME TIME

a dancers-eye-view of the Spin Chain Thni,
then as a natural follow-up the next month,
we'll take a look at Relay the Top, etc. These
"closer looks" will not be from the standpoint
of the caller, but as we dancers need to see it
in order to understand what is expected of us.
This feature, which will run on a trial basis
to see if it is proving to be helpful, will not
replace the photographic Style Lab which is
"shot" many months in advance of publication.
However, because of the timeliness of the various movements we will cover, we'll use artists'
diagrams much like those shown below.

Put yourself in the place of any of these "dancers" and you will be able to visually follow yourself
through three steps of a Swing Thru. In coming months "Joe" and "Barbara" and their friends will
represent you in some of the newer movements that may just possibly be giving you trouble.

SQUARE DANCING, June, '70
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A Guide to
Better Dancing
II

that at a square
dance it's frequently the small things that
give the greatest trouble? Perhaps, because so
much attention is focused on the more intricate movements, a dancer consciously works
hard to perfect each one. Perhaps, because
some of the uncomplicated movements are
just so simple he tends to get lax and consequently pays little attention to doing them
correctly.
Many of the extremely simple movements
hold the key to a successful dance. Done correctly they offer no problem. This is particularly true if the dancer knows where the movement begins and where it ends, which way he
faces at the start of the maneuver and where
he faces at its completion. If he relaxes too
much or improvises as he goes along an entire
square may fall apart.
A good case in point is the Do Sa Do.
Chances are that this is one of the first 5 or 6
movements taught to every new dancer. However, once taught, perhaps it is ignored. The
result is that the dependability of the movement is jeopardized.
When a caller calls a Do Sa Do, he knows
exactly how many beats to allow for its completion. He knows which hands are free and
he knows just which way the dancers will be
facing during and after the action. Relying on a
movement in this way and trusting that the
dancers will follow the standardized pattern, the
caller is in an excellent position to provide the
dancers with combinations of movements that
will work.
If a person rolls as he does a Do Sa Do,
AVE YOU EVER NOTICED

CONSIDERATE SQUARES
DO SA DO
From a static partner-facing position this
movement takes 8 steps. If the dancers are
continuing the motion started in a previous
movement, they will be slightly to the left
of each other as they start. Each will move
equally, thereby cutting down the amount
of space required for the action.

Two facing dancers will Pass Right Shoulders move to their own right behind the
other person then back up passing left
shoulders to face that same person. When
dancing in close-quarters, dancers will find
themselves leading slightly with their right
shoulder as they move around each other in
a clockwise direction.
COPYRIGHT 1970
THE SETS IN ORDER AMERICAN SQUARE DANCE SOCIETY

making one complete left face turn in the process of going back-to-back around his opposite,
he may very easily end up facing the wrong
direction. On the other hand, if, in a square,
each dancer does a Do Sa Do with his partner,
he is in a position at the end of the movement
to do a Grand Right and Left, to turn his partner with a right arm round, to have the men
star left and the ladies promenade outside,
etc. However, by improvising, by doing some
other movement, when the Do Sa Do is expected by the caller, the dancer is jeopardizing
the smooth continuation of the square. It's an
easy movement, so easy in fact that it might
be well to check yourself out in doing it
correctly.

THE DANCER LOOKS AT SQUARE DANCING
Dan and Madeline Allen have been friends of square dancing for more than 25 years.
Madeline, with Dan's encouragement has expressed the Aliens' philosophy in these
pages for the past year. Her most recent column "Random Thoughts on Clubs"
appeared in the April issue. Dan passed away in April. But before his passing his
extensive collection of square dance records and publications were distributed where
they will serve as permanent reference libraries for new generations of callers to come.
We hope one day that Madeline will renew her column with us, for the square dance
experiences that she and Dan shared make highly interesting reading. Until the time
is right for her to return to these pages we are featuring Jim Schnabel and on alternate
months, guest square dancers from around the world whose viewpoints both respected
and varied are bound to make interesting topics of conversation.

ATTRACTING The
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Council
took a giant step this past season in putting square dancing in front of the general
public. Each year the National Western Stock
Show is held in Denver for nine days. After
trying for a number of years, the Council
finally succeeded this past January in obtaining booth space at the Show. Callers and
dancers alike helped construct the booth and
volunteered to man it during the Show's run.
HE DENVER AREA SQUARE DANCE

Picture Blow-Ups

Photographs taken at a local dance were
blown up to poster size (20" x 30") and were
framed at the back of the booth under the
Council's six-foot sign. Various giveaways attracted the visitor's eye. Pamphlets telling of
the history of square dancing, what the activity is today, flyers about local dances, cards

square tian,
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from square dance stores and copies of the
Council's monthly Bulletin were available.
Square dancers in the booth took the names
of people expressing an interest in learning
to dance. Later these folks were mailed a list
of all the beginner classes in the area and this
was followed up by a personal 'phone call.
Visitors to the Show from other states who
inquired about square dancing were referred
to dancer and/or caller associations in their
ONVI1 areas from information obtained from the
guides printed here in Square Dancing.
This out-going thought of the dancers in the
Denver area, coupled with the cooperation that
was evidenced and the follow-through so important to the success of any venture, hopefully
will result in a surge of new interest in the
square dance activity.

All visitors to the booth were asked to fill out the
brief questionnaire (at top of page).
This attractive, paneled booth (right) was the
result of many helping square dance hands.
Bright orange and red giveaway flyers (below)
listed local telephone numbers for additional
information.
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A COLORFUL

IDEA DEPARTMENT
Travel On, publication of the Central Kansas Square Dance Association, lists the schedules of all member-clubs in a monthly calendar.
The outstanding event of each month is promoted in bold lettering at the bottom of each
calendar. The calendar can be removed and
hung by the telephone for quick reference
and becomes a handy reminder of what's happening in the area.
A thoughtful idea of the publication, this is a
convenience for the dancers and another reason
for local clubs to be active members of their
association.

AN UNUSUAL AND USEFUL TOOL

W

summer almost upon
us, why not plan a club dance making
use of the swinging atmosphere of a Mexican
party? Bright reds, oranges and yellows are
reminiscent of our neighbor to the South so
use these colors in your invitations and when
decorating the hall. Drape the edge of your
stage with Mexican serapes and hang sombreros around the walls. Pots of blooming
geraniums (if available in your area) add another gay touch.
Make a huge "tortilla" flower for the center
of your refreshment table. Bake a dozen or
more tortillas in a slow oven, being careful
that the edges do not curl. While still warm,
stack the tortillas with paper towels in between
each one and put a pie tin on top to hold them
down.
When the tortillas are cool and hard, glue
them around a cardboard circle (14" in diameter) , overlapping the edges slightly. Wire
red, yellow and orange flowers ( either real or
artificial) into a tight bouquet, binding the
stems with floral tape. Wire the bouquet to a
wood dowel and insert it thru the center of
the cardboard.
Several of these flowers could be used for
one giant bouquet or one flower might be
placed through the top of a Mexican hat and
used as centerpiece.
Refreshments : minature hot tacos.

14

ITH THE GAIETY OF

Phil and Jean Hagberg, current presidents of
The Pathfinders Square Dance Club of Sacramento, California, have dreamed up a gimmick which they call the "Pay-off Can." Before
each club dance, they sit down and write out a
number of penalties (described below) and
put all of these into a coffee can. One penalty
is listed on each slip of paper.
As the evening progresses people committing
various offenses are noted. These misdeeds
might range from someone forgetting to wear
his badge, to forgetting to sign in, goofing up
a square, and so on.
Then as the occasion arises, a person is
called to the front of the hall during an intermission, cited for his offense and asked to draw
one penalty slip from the coffee can to redeem
his error.
The penalty cards include such directions
as:
. . . Stand at the door and say goodnight to
everyone.
. . . Carry out the caller's equipment.
. . . Come early next time and greet the
members.
. . . Help put away the chairs at the end of the
evening.
. . . Be a helper at the next session of the beginner class.
. . . Call three members who were not at the
dance tonight and tell them they were
missed.
All the crimes and penalties are enacted
with goodwill and fun and no one in the club
objects to participating in the Pay-off Can. In
addition all the penalties levied encourage the
friendliness, courtesy and helpfulness of all
club members.
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( MP DANCE-A-LOT
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like a take-off
on an Indian name but it's an honest-togoodness happening — in fact the Fifth Annual Camp Dance-A-Lot gets underway this
month in Ontario, Canada.
A three-day weekend is set aside each year
for square dancers of two years' experience or
more who want to come with trailers or tents
and partake of a fun-filled time.
A novel idea was designed by Loma Layman, caller's taw, to welcome the dancers.
She cut a white cotton bedsheet in half
length-wise and sewed it into one long strip,
hemming the raw edges. Then using black and
green enamel house paint, she painted "Welcome, Camp Dance-A-Lot" and two sets of
entwining squares on the sign and nailed
it to the front of the square dance barn the
campers would be using.
Unusual Banners
Lorna also made unusual individual banners
for the dancers to hang on their trailers or
tents. Used bedsheets were cut into the shape
of pettipants, approximately 10" x 12". The
camper's last name, the year and linked
squares were drawn on with a black felt
marker. Two rows of net were sewn across
the bottom edge of each leg and twill tape
ties were sewn at the top edge to attach the
banner. Finally these were spray starched,
ironed, lightly folded and placed in a plastic
sandwich bag, stapled shut with the camper's
name again on the outside. As the campers
checked in they were given their individual banners and the Laymans remarked that
OW THAT TITLE MAY SOUND
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the entire camp looked most colorful with all
the banners flying in the breeze.

BADGE OF THE MONTH
) DOUBLE

R

"

SQUARES

3

0 SUE Cr"--DS jilt,

Puerto
Rico

Each National Square Dance Convention hopes to attract people from every
corner of this square dance world. We
wonder if there will be anyone in Louisville this month representing Puerto
Rico? If not in person, at least they will
be on hand via these pages, for our badge
for this issue comes from that island
community.
The Double "R" Squares were born
about 43 years ago and meet twice
weekly at the Naval Station, on Wednesdays for classes and on Thursdays for
regular club dances. As with most military activities, the Double "Rs" face the
usual problems of a shortage of dancers
and callers due to rotation.
Three square dance clubs are in existence in Puerto Rico but because of road
and traffic conditions they are not able to
get together as often as they might like.
Still the square dance banner waves high
and we salute the Double "R" Squares
and all square dancers in Puerto Rico.
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ccluARE DANCE DIARY by a square dancer

Without the little dramas constantly going on in this realm of
square dancing the activity would
lose much of its humor and color.
This month our scene focuses in
on the drama of
"WEARING APPAREL"

be patient, Henry,
I'll try to get downtown to buy a
dress dummy
next month!'

Just

1

"They have
such a good
bargain when
you buy by the bolt."
THANKS TO
Gwenn Wolfenden
Rochester, New York
You're invited to send in your idea
for the Square Dance Diary.

Cover Profile

Arnie Kronenberger

After calling a square dance for more than 15,000 people in California in
the early 1950's and touring Alberta Province of Canada from one end to
the other, our Cover Caller must have felt that there was nothing "unusual"
left in this world of square dancing. That was before the telephone rang and
a voice informed him that it was the National Broadcasting Company.
Could he, the voice asked, call a square dance for a coming television
special? Arnie Kronenberger, who has recorded on a number of labels,
including one of the few stereo square dances ( for Warners Bros. Records)
answered in the affirmative. After all, what could they dream up that he hadn't run
across sometime in the past? He got his answer soon enough when the network
informed him his dancers would be four helicopters. Figuring he had gone too far now
to drop out, he somehow managed to come up with a call that even the whirlybirds
could follow.
Because of the pleasure he has given to so many dancers, not only in his home
clubs in the Los Angeles area, but in virtually every State and Canadian Province, and
because of the encouragement he has given to so many young callers who have asked
for advice or simply followed his philosophies, Arnie, during the past 22 years has
added much color to the square dance scene. We pay tribute this month to Jan
Kronenberger, our Cover Caller's wife and to Arnie. The original Gene Anthony oil
portrait appearing on this month's cover will be added to the Sets In Order American
Square Dance Society's Hall of Fame.
16
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BULLETIN SIX

The Sets in Order
AMERICAN SQUARE DANCE SOCIETY
DECALS AND BUSINESS MATTERS
The official SIOASDS decals are beginning to show up on car windshields everywhere. Like any new idea, it takes a little while for the momentum to build up but
with almost 20,000 decals now in the hands of Charter Members you'll be noticing
more all the time. The Society's name and logo and the symbol of the two dancers in
a square which serve to identify The Sets In Order American Square Dance Society as
well as the name Sets in Order and its logo are all protected by copyright. The purpose
of such protection, as in the protection of any corporate symbol, is to insure that neither
the identifying names nor marks of this society will ever be misused, misrepresented
or jeopardized. In the coming months, badges, new diplomas and progress cards, tying
in with the completion of the basic and extended programs, will be issued and will
carry the identification of SIOASDS. Watch for their announcement. Every effort is
being made to assure square dancers that they may share in every benefit of this society
and we appreciate the members' understanding in our precautions.
YOUR SQUARE DANCE OMBUDSMAN
Since the first of the year the amount of mail asking for specific information and
help, has more than tripled. Whenever possible your letters are answered the same
week received. When inquiries require research or help from other sources, the replies
sometimes take longer. As an assistance in this service project we request that your
letters of inquiry be accompanied by self-addressed stamped envelopes. Letters coming
from outside North America need not send return envelopes. Canadians, return envelopes, but without stamps will do the trick.
1970 MEMBERSHIP PREMIUM CERTIFICATES
The current premium certificates will be replaced with the 1971 certificates in
November of this year. Your blue 1970 premium certificates are valid if postmarked
prior to October 31, 1970. Starting November 1st, new 1971 premiums will be available
to all members. In addition to the continuation of various recorded premiums, there will
be some rather unique items available to members of SIOASDS. At that time, paid up
1971 members will receive a new and different colored premium certificate that will
replace the blue 1970.

CHARTER MEMBERSHIP RENEWAL PROGRAM
If your name and address tag on this issue of SQUARE DANCING bears the number
670 this will be your last issue on the current subscription program. Now is your opportunity to become a CHARTER MEMBER and receive your membership card, decal and a
premium certificate that will entitle you to order any or all of the oustanding 1970
premium records. You may either send $5.00 now, for a one year renewal or if you
prefer, your check for $7.50 will cover your CHARTER MEMBERSHIP through
December, 1971. The numbers 770 on your name and address tag indicate that July
will be the final month of your current subscription. To avoid missing a single issue
send in your membership renewal now. Membership renewal reminders are sent to
all members with a return envelope two months prior to the cnd of their current
membership. However, should you fail to receive your notice, you may wish to use this
coding system as a precaution.
SQUARE DANCING, June, '70
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ROUNDANCER
MODULE

"What do we mean...?"
SOME IMPORTANT R/D TERMS and PHRASES
This month we have selected some defiinitions from Frank Hamilton's ROUNDANCE
MANUAL which we feel are quite timely.
Frank's 27 years of experience in athletic coaching have led him to be vitally interested in the
"individual" in sports. This same feeling has
carried over for Frank and Carolyn in their 24
active years in square and round dance leadership. Their main interest was, and always has
been, the development of new (lancers and improving the skill, styling and pleasure of the
many, rather than concentrating on the relatively
few "high level" dancers. One of the ways the
Hamiltons have set out to share their years of
experience in this field is through this manual.
We hope that you will enjoy the paragraphs that
follow.
DEFINED. The R/D is a couple dance characterized by the fact that all are doing a set
routine to a specific musical arrangement and
by the uniform movement of the dancers in
circles around the hall.
PARTICIPATION OR COMPETITION? In
contrast to the highly competitive nature of
many recreational diversions, ours is designed
for shared enjoyment thru relaxed, though active, physical and mental exercise in a program
beamed at all receptive individuals.
SQUARE AND ROUND DANCING. Most
responsible leaders agree that R/ Dancing
should remain an integral part of the S/ D
activity. It provides a pleasing change of pace
and music . . . thru its stress on smooth and
rhythmic movement, it encourages better S/
Dancing. Most of those who sit out the rounds
do so because they do not know how to R/ D
well enough to gain enjoyment from it. No one
wants to be left out of of the evening program.
Neither activity can afford to divorce itself
from the other. Understanding and cooperation
between dancers and leaders in both fields is
18

essential for the sound development of each.
We feel that R/ Dancing, in its simplest
forms, should be included from the very first
night of a new S/D class. To postpone it until
the S/D basics have been mastered can only
result in having the new dancer feel that the
two just don't belong together.
SPECIALIZED R/D CLASSES. The aim of
such groups is "to provide a place, a time, and
skilled leadership for those who wish more
help in and opportunity for R/ Dancing than
is reasonable in a typical S/D group program."
It is unfortunate that there are far more
advanced" groups than beginner classes in
most areas — a situation as unsound as our
educational system would be if we had more
universities than elementary schools.
More basic ( beginner) classes with top leadership and supported by S/D groups are needed
in all areas. However, the bridge needed to
span the gap between the novice and the experienced dancer is the intermediate class.
"Advanced" dancers sometimes forget that
they may have reached this "level," not because of superior dancing ability, but because
they have been dancing longer or more frequently or have the ability to memorize more
routines than their friends. In no other recreational activity is the memory as decisive a
factor in determining "ability."
"

THE R/D ENTHUSIAST can best help by:
maintaining his interest in Si Dancing, too —
by enthusiastically dancing the Round of the
Month type of routine as programmed — by
trading frequently with a less experienced
couple who would enjoy the thrill of "dancing

with an expert"

by avoiding the temptation
to request at S/ Dances, the latest and
—

hardest RI Ds unknown to the: majority present — by dancing correctly and with good but
conservative styling as an example for others.
IAOC nit Kir.lhor"
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FOR CLUB LEADERS AND TEACHERS.
Optimum development of a S/D-R/D program
is often best achieved thru cooperation between the caller and a IV D chairman or committee who screens dancer preferences to
guide emphasis and pace. This is particularly
helpful to guest and traveling callers who have
no other way of knowing the local picture.
Additionally, they could be responsible for
R/D help for group novices. It would be their
responsibility to see that the program is
beamed neither at the least enthusiastic or
capable dancer nor, at the other extreme, the
most talented and eager minority.
HOW MANY ROUNDS? This will vary with
group and area leadership and preferences.
The 2 squares and 1 round ratio is followed
in most areas. A 2 and 2 set up is warranted
only if at least 75% of the group favors such

ROUND DANCE STYLING

REVERSE
SEMI-CLOSED
With shoulders parallel as in SemiClosed Position, partners turn their heads
to the rear (man right and lady left). Hand
positions are maintained about as in Closed
Position with special attention to keeping
joined hands high with arms curved and
arched. The encircling arms are also held
well-up in horizontal plane. Many dancers
tend to relax or droop both arms in Reverse Semi-Closed. Leg and foot action depends upon the pattern, The "twist" or
"turn" should be confined to lower body
and legs.

(Sources include American Round Dancing
by Frank Hamilton, published September
1966, Sets in Order.)
COPYRIGHT 1970
THE SETS IN ORDER AMERICAN SQUARE DANCE SOCIETY
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a program. We feel that continuous dancing
(no rest breaks) is unsound physiologically in
this vigorous activity and that it often results in
dancers being forced to choose between
squares and rounds for their rests — this is not
conducive to group unity and morale.
WHICH ROUNDS? The Round of the Month
tradition found in most areas has helped
here. However, the caller or R/ D committee
must screen all such selections for suitability
in their group. Newness is a poor criterion in
selection. In new or isolated areas where there
is no pressure to do everything the others do,
it is best to wait until national acceptance has
been awarded a new dance. And it is very
important to sense when to drop which rounds
as their popularity wanes.
PARTIES AND FESTIVALS. Every effort
should be made to program only those dances
which are known and liked by most of those
present ( including guests from other groups
and areas). Such events were not designed for
competition — to prove superiority. We deplore
the tendency of a few to consider a dance to
be unworthy or "low level" if it packs the
floor with dancers; while calling another one
"high level" when only a few will attempt it.
REQUESTS? Unfortunately, most requests
come from the "Eager Beaver" dancers. Too
often they are for the newest or most difficult
routines known only to a few. We like the
tradition in a few areas where all requests are
welcomed but are screened by the M.C. who
passes up any routine which fails to bring out
at least the required percentage of those present (3M, 50%, etc.), in favor of one which he
knows will fill the floor.
FOR CALLERS AND TEACHERS. While
many areas have too many leaders in relation
to the number of dancers, a few areas need
more leaders. Better leadership would benefit
all areas. Effective leadership requires that the
teacher-caller tactfully but firmly carry out the
program his judgment dictates, judgment based
on sound training and experience. There
is a vast difference between being able to
teach a routine and being a leader who is good
for R/ Dancing.
A good Sill) background is almost essential
to a successful R/D teacher. It helps him to
handle best the needs of groups largely made up
of square dancers. His continuing participation
in the S/D activity will be helpful in retaining
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cooperation from those in that field. He should
have had sound training as a dancer including
attendance at as many different basic classes
as possible. He should put in many hours of
practice teaching with his partner and with
willing friends. If there is a good one within
reach, active membership in a leaders' association should be helpful. His ability can be improved and his horizons widened by attending
good dance institute-vacations.
THE CALLER'S ATTITUDE. The success of
a SID-RID program depends largely on the
Caller — his attitude, dancing ability, his
teaching, cueing, and programming strength.
This "attitude" toward IV Dancing currently
ranges all the way from open antagonism and
ridicule, on the one extreme, to toleration, and
on to over-emphasis on RI Dancing. No caller
has ever weakened his stature by demonstrating that he is a good RI Dancer and teacher!
PROGRESS? Dancing cannot stand still, nor
will RI Dancing revert to its earlier simplicity.
However, dancers and leaders should not assume that all change is, necessarily, progress
and, therefore, desirable.
CUEING. It is our opinion that the amount
and duration of cueing help must depend upon
the dancers' ability, their familiarity with your
kind of cueing, and upon your ability to sense
when to quit cueing without losing the floor.
It must not become a "crutch" nor an out for
inadequate teaching. Those who know a routine would rather dance to the music than to
unneeded vocalizing. Cueing should conform
to accepted terminology, be descriptive, welltimed, and done with command.

THE ROUNDANCE MANUAL
By Frank Hamilton, Laguna Hills, California
Revised edition published Summer, 1970, by
The Sets In Order American Square Dance Society

Several years in the writing, this manual
was originally published in 1962. It soon became the "bible" for round dance enthusiasts,
callers and teachers. When supplies of the
original printing were exhausted, the author was
asked to make a study of the changes in the contemporary round dance scene during the past
decade and incorporate them in his already
exhaustive study. It wasn't until the Hamiltons'
recent retirement that this revision has been
possible and will be available soon.
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Paul and Laura Merola,
West Bridgewater, Mass.

p

AUL AND LAURA WERE FIRST INTRODUCED to

square dancing in 1958. At first skeptical,
it took only a few tips to convince them how
much fun square dancing is and they promptly
signed up for lessons at Square Acres.
Their first glimpse of "couple dancing" also
appealed to the Merolas. They joined in with
a round dance club nearby and found that
rounds came quite easily to them because they
had done a lot of ballroom dancing together.
Very soon they were asked to teach and handle
the rounds for a local square dance club.
Paul became interested in calling and teaching so he signed up for lessons with the late
Edith Murphy's Callers School in Bridgewater.
One evening, when Paul and Edith were listening to "78" records he came across a Dixieland
tune and mentioned that he thought it would
make a great round dance. With Edith's encouragement, the Merolas began to work on a
dance that was destined to catapult them into
the new full-time career of square and round
dancing. The tune was Lonesome Mama Blues
— and the dance was dedicated to Edith
Murphy.
The Merolas have been teaching and working with beginner dancers for over a decade.
They believe that the basics must be mastered
so that the dancers not only know them well
but also understand them. They teach two beginners classes, two advanced classes and one
intermediate class each week, under the name
of the South Shore Round Dance Club.
In addition to their classes Paul and Laura
fit many miles of travel into their schedule,
conducting workshops, teaching at Festivals
and Conventions. They have appeared on two
Boston T.V. shows.
The Merolas have written several other
rounds, since their first, the latest being Stacy
Lyn, dedicated to their two-year-old daughter.
SQUARE DANCING, June, '70

CALLER
MODULE

• Chapter three

Music
By Bruce Johnson, Santa Barbara, California
Jim Mayo, Magnolia, Massachusetts
Norm Wilcox, Toronto, Canada

dancing has involved matching the movement of the dancers to the beat of rhythm. This beat has been set in different ways, by striking on a hollow log with a stick, by the American Indians with
their drums, by the southern mountain square dancers with the sclaffing of their
feet on the floor; whatever way the rhythm is kept, dancers time their actions
to match it. Modern square dance music also has a beat. Music supplies that
extra something so that the dancers, instead of walking, will be dancing. The
bass fiddle, drum or sometimes the piano is used to maintain the steady rhythm
that makes it possible for the dancers to move together, all taking their steps
at the same time.
You, as a new caller, might ask what choice, if any, is available to you in the
way of square dance music. Where square dancers once depended upon "live
music," they now have an almost unlimited supply of hundreds of square dance
accompaniment records which are put out by some 30 different square dance
specialty recording companies. This has been going on for over 20 years, so
there's a fantastic back-log of music available to the caller.
Music has three basic elements, Rhythm, Harmony and Melody. A satisfactory
combination of these elements is what makes us want to dance. It's what we
dance to. It's what is inspiring about a particular tune for the caller.
HROUGHOUT THE HISTORY OF MAN,

Types of Rhythm

In square dance music there are three basically different kinds of rhythm. The
most frequently heard is the "BOOM chuck, BOOM chuck," of the bass fiddle
making the "BOOM" and the guitar chord filling the "chuck." Because of the way
this beat is written musically, it is called 2/4 ( two-four) time. Another common
rhythm is 4/4 ( four-four) time which is a steady "BOOM, BOOM, BOOM,
BOOM." The third rhythm, used less frequently, is 6/8 ( six-eight) time and is
perhaps most descriptively written "RA ta ta, RA ta ta. RA ta ta, RA ta ta." You
may find it easier to recognize these rhythm patterns from other types of music.
The 2/4 time is common in dixieland jazz while the 4/4 is what you usually hear
from a marching band. 6/8 time is found in the Irish jig. The importance of this
for the square dancer is that if your music is loud enough for dancers to hear,
most dancers will time their steps to its beat. Your voice should match the beat of
the music. If it doesn't, many of your dancers will find the choice between your
beat and that of the music an uncomfortable and tiring one. This chart shows
the relationship among the three types of rhythm and the dancers' steps.
DANCERS STEP
2/4 BOOM CHIJCK
4/4 BOOM
6/8 RA TA TA
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STEP

STEP

STEP

BOO.M CHUCK BOOM CHUCK BOOM CHUCK
BOOM
BOOM
BOOM
RA TA TA
RA TA TA
RA TA TA
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Rhythm is established by the accompaniment and since we are concerned with
musical accompaniment as we use it in square dance calling, let's talk about
that phase. First, hoedowns. Originally, hoedowns were called breakdowns,
since in a dance action at that time the regular setup of a square was broken
down and you changed partners ending with a new partner, new corner, and new
right-hand lady with each pattern or sequence of the dance, and hence — breakdown.
Hoedowns today in some areas mean jamborees, round-ups, or party gatherings, where people gather and have a festival-like occasion. In today's square
dance terminology hoedown refers to the rhythmic accompaniment used to back
up hash or patter calls. The patter call is so named because, mixed in with commands the caller will frequently provide interesting little nonsensical patter
or filler, just to keep the rhythm going. There used to be many a delightful evening spent with a caller who had perfected this art. Here's an example:

Said the little red rooster to the little red hen,
I ain't seen you since I don't know when.
Said the little red hen to the little red rooster,
Y ou don't come around as often as you used ter.
This patter fills in counts. For instance the Do Paso as we know it today,
where you turn your partner left, corner right, partner left with a courtesy turn,
requires 16 steps. Once the caller says Do Paso, he has time in which he may
direct in detail or, if they're good dancers, he may fill that void with patter.
Traditionally, a hoedown is a fiddle tune. Hoedown records in current use
are of several types. ( 1 ) There is the traditional sound of fiddle in tunes using
fairly conventional instrumentation. Example: "Guitar Fancy" on Sets in Order.
(2 ) There is the rhythmic accompaniment with very little melody, clearly defined
chord structure, and a good pulse, leaving the caller a little more freedom to
use his voice as he wishes. Example: "Brownie" on Pulse. ( 3 ) There is the persistent heavy beat with no melody, little harmony, just rhythm. Example: "Debut"
on Pulse. ( Of course a record as distinctive as this one should never be used more
than once in an evening as dancers would tire of it quickly. )
Frequently callers have been known to find a hoedown record they enjoy and
which they can call to easily and they'll use that one record all night. You must
remember you are not calling for your own pleasure, you are entertaining, or at
least pleasing the dancers. Sameness is monotonous. Music offers that allimportant ingredient, variety, and the sound of different bands will provide this
variety. For example if the same hoedown is played by three or four different bands
on different labels, each will have a different sound. If you find a hoedown with
a sound you enjoy, rather than using the same record over and over, try using
the same tune but on different labels. It will have a slightly varied sound and
will add interest.
Tempo
An important characteristic of square dance music is its speed or tempo. In music,
speed is the number of beats per minute. When dancers are dancing this also
refers to the number of steps they are taking every minute. Since most calling
these days is done to recorded music played on a variable speed record player,
the control of music speed depends entirely on the caller. It is generally agreed
that 124 beats per minute is uncomfortably slow for modern square dancing and
that 150 beats per minute is uncomfortably fast.
These two extremes present a wide choice and the correct speed depends on
many factors such as the age and experience of the dancers, the condition of the
dance floor, the weather, the custom in the area and the type of figure you are
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calling. As a general rule, if the dancers are not keeping their steps in time with
the music, either the music is too fast or your call is off beat.
Music that is too slow is more difficult to identify. One indication may be that
the dancers appear to be plodding and lacking in enthusiasm but these same
symptoms can reflect problems other than speed of music. As you develop calling
experience, you will begin to feel when the speed that was correct early in the
evening is either too fast or too slow for the last dance.
Most callers respond to rhythm physically in some way, a tapping toe or heel,
something of that nature. Some prefer to use both feet, because it helps to establish a correct tempo. The dancers must have a comfortable walking beat, and
when you walk you use both feet. When the speed gets too fast, roughness
may develop. A slower speed loses vitality and encourages excessive twirling
and other non-standard extras which sometimes get in the way. To create excitement a caller can use a well-placed dance in his program with a slightly faster
tempo.

Melody

The Singing Call
The standard form for singing calls is one in which the music is played
through seven times. For this, you would call four times through a figure and
three times through a break. The break is just a filler to add variety. The form
would be:
• Introduction— • • A figure done twice for head couples
• Middle break ( repetition of intro) • • A figure done twice for side couples
• Ending or Closer ( repetition of intro )
This is for the normal 32 measure tune which is 64 beats or pats of the foot.
If the tune is longer than the standard 64 beats, then changes are made to adjust
to the limitations of a 7", 45 RPM disc, and the intro or one of the breaks might
be deleted. ( The Singing call will be covered more in detail later on.)
In calling it is important to know your vocal range. It can be found by belting
out a note and then, by going higher in pitch, a note will be reached where it
is not possible to go higher and still keep up the volume. It will be possible to
go higher but the voice sounds strained. By going lower in pitch, a similar point
will be reached. These limits determined in this manner will define the vocal
range. Almost every person has at least a five note range. Most have a range of
an octave or more. It only takes a five note range to cover the chord notes in any
key, because all chords contain notes within this range. Some notes are common
to different keys and to different chords within a key. Vocal range can change
with the time of day and how you feel. From this we can see that it is possible
to call in just about any key because you can chant on one of the chord notes
and it will be in harmony.
To judge whether a record is suitable for you, try calling to it, but in your
normal voice. To call softly is no test. What seems "comfortable" to you when
calling softly may be out of your range when using full voice.
Melody is made up of sounds of varying pitch; it is what you hear when a song
is sung or played one note at a time. All the sounds that come from an orchestra,
other than the one note at a time that is the melody, are either rhythm or accompaniment, or both. The accompaniment should harmonize ( sound pleasant )
with the melody note. Therefore, the caller must, at all times, sing or speak
either on the same note as the melody or on one that harmonizes with the
melody note. This is true of both patter and singing calls.
SQUARE DANCING, June, '70
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Harmony
Harmonizing with the melody does not mean that you have to change the
pitch of your voice every time the melody note changes. In many songs, one
note will harmonize with every note in the melody, so you could speak your
patter calls on that one note and still be harmonizing. To avoid the monotonous
sound of a single note, find two or three notes and use them all. If you do not
find these notes instinctively, you can usually find them in the accompaniment
that the orchestra is playing. The bass instruments are using the notes you
want. If you listen carefully to these low notes, you will find them repeated in a
regular sequence. This is called the "bass pattern" and if your voice follows the
same pattern, it will harmonize with the melody. Work expended on developing
a melodious and/or harmonious sounding call is well worth the effort; it is often
the mark which distinguishes the good caller from the less able.
If you hum a tone which can be reproduced on a musical instrument you are
making use of the quality pitch with your voice. By maintaining the hum and
adding words you will produce the "harmonic chant." ( See the previous chapter
on The Science of Calling by Ed Gilmore. ) Pitch is changed quite frequently to
avoid monotony and to highlight a given command and also just for artistic
effect. The caller should be able to hear the musical tones of a given chord of
music and pitch his voice to a tone in harmony with that particular chord. When
we are chanting or humming with musical accompaniment the idea is to make
the tone or the pitch of our hum-note pleasing. If it is pleasing it is in harmony
and we are said to be harmonizing. If it's not pleasing we are said to be creating
a dissonance. You can do singing calls in an expanded range of keys by using
harmonizing notes instead of a melody note that's too high or too low.
Learn the tunes you use well enough to sing them. Knowing the melody is the
only way you can anticipate the harmony changes and alter your voice pitch
with the harmony change instead of after it has taken place. To determine the
key in which a piece is written, listen to the final note on the record. In all likelihood this last note will be the keynote of the tune, that is, the root or tonic of the
main chord in that key. In other words, that note is "home base" or "do"
of the musical scale.
Phrasing

Phrasing is the quality which gives music its flow, its smoothness. Usually the
melody defines the phrase. The beats are what we move our feet to and can be
thought of in terms of words in a sentence. The music we use in square dancing
is divided into groups of four beats which may be likened to a phrase. Two
groups of four might be thought of as a sentence. Two groups of eight can be
likened to a paragraph. Two groups of sixteen may be considered as a chapter
and the complete story, or -tune, may be told in sixty-four beats, which is true in
the majority of tunes used in square dancing. There are exceptions of course.
We speak of calling in phrase when we match a four beat phrase of the call to
a four heat phrase of the music.
It is not the phrasing itself which makes the calling good; it is the results
achieved with the help of phrasing. To a caller, timing is more important than
phrasing, yet calling with an awareness of the phrase helps perfect your timing
and gives the dancers a chance to dance with the melody itself, instead of
simply with the beat. The dancers can then phrase their dancing. They will
dance better, more easily and smoothly and more enjoyably.
Music is to dance to. It's square dancing, not square standing. There is a
distinction between good movement-followers and good square dancers. While
being a movement-follower is fun, the fascination will wear of for most people
unless they have really learned to dance. Square dancing to music is fun. As a
caller, helping to provide this fun is both a privilege and a responsibility!
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Si I
CONTRA ••
SPREAD YOUR WINGS

H

look at duple
minor contras ( May, 1970) we're ready
for another one in the same "family". First we
remind you that when working in a "major"
contra set we could have a large number of
dancers involved in two lines of facing dancers.
For pictures we use six couples. This makes up
))
ourmajor set.
To involve everyone, we have broken this
AVING TAKEN AN IN-DEPTH

group into smaller or "minor" units of two
couples working together (1). The first (nearest you in the pictures), third and fifth couples
are "active". They have exchanged places with
their partners and are "crossed over."
The dance starts with the actives doing a Do
Sa Do (2), then (3) facing the one below ( all
the men face left, all the ladies face right to
face their corner) and swing (4) with that
person.
Following an 8-count swing the man places
the lady with whom he has been swinging on
his right side and all face the foot or far end
of the hall (5). For a moment it appears that
a line of four dancers is being formed, but as
they start walking the couple on the left end
moves diagonally forward and to the right. The
couples on the right move directly to their left,
behind the other couples (6) and all move
forward 6 steps.

On the seventh and eighth steps the dancers
"wheel" left and right (7) to reverse their facing direction and form lines of four (8). They
then move forward toward the head of the hall.
(To get the idea of the "wheel left and right"
maneuver, go back to illustration 5. If these
lines of four had been retained rather than
having the dancers move into a column of
twos, the "wheel left and right" movement
would operate by having those on the end hold
their pivot while the centers move forward in
a cast-off half. These same couples operate in
an identical manner even though they are in
columns of twos rather than lines of fours. The
actives will hold their pivots while their inactive partners will move forward and around
180 0 .)
Having moved forward six steps (9) the
dancers Bend the Line (10) to face the couple
that had been a part of their line of four. With

the person across each dancer does a Do Sa
Do (11), then with that same couple across
from them, they make a Right Hand Star (12)
moving forward one complete revolution. Having returned to their lines the men release the
star. The ladies retain right hand holds for a
Two Ladies Chain (13) over and back.
At this point the 64 count dance routine has
been completed one time through. Each of the
active couples has moved down the set one
place toward the foot. At the same time the inactives have moved up one place toward the
head. This means that as the dance starts once
again the actives, with the exception of those
at the foot of the line, do a partner Do Sa Do
(14) and face the one below (15) leaving one
couple at the head (x) and one couple at the
foot (z) with no one to work with. The others
continue to work through the entire sequence
of the dance past the Right Hand Star (12)

and the Two Ladies Chain (13) across and back
(16).
At this point the call "Cross Over at the
Head Cross Over at the Foot" is given and, as
(x) the previously inactive couple (having
reached the head) crosses over and becomes
an active couple, (z) the previously active couple (having reached the foot) crosses over and
becomes inactive ( 17 ) .
Once again everyone is working. Note that
all the "actives," when facing their corner, face
the foot of the hall and all the inactives, when
facing their corners, face the head of the hall
so that everyone has someone to work with as
the dance continues.
One of the beauties of this contra, and in the
case of many contras, is that the dance flows
smoothly and effortlessly. While taking sufficient time to move comfortably through each
basic, the dancer is given the great satisfaction

of actually moving to the beat through each
phrase of the music.
Here's the call as it is cued or prompted by
the caller:
SPREAD YOUR WINGS
—

— Actives center and do sa do

— — — — Actives swing with the one below
- — — Couples down the center two by two
- — Wheel left and right spread your wings
Come back in fours bend the line and do sa do
—

— Same four make a right hand star

— — — Men drop out two ladies chain*
— — Turn the girls now chain them back
Repeat the entire dance and at (K) call "Cross at
the head and cross at the foot." This will be called
every alternate time through the dance.

ROUND THE
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Those with items of special interest
should send them to NEWS EDITOR,
Sets in Order, 462 North Robertson
Boulevard, Los Angeles, Calif. 90048.
Letters will be read and appreciated
although time may not allow the personal acknowledgement of each one.

Connecticut

Ledyard Squares had their Spring Fling at
Ocean Beach Park in New London on May
17. Callers were Earl Johnston, John Hendron
and Garnet May, with Jim and Jo Neugent
cueing the rounds.
—Norm Main
New York
Swinging Singles of Rochester dance every
Tuesday at 8 at the First Baptist Church in
Fairport. Don Stumbo is the caller. Contact
Meredith Sorensen at (716) 586-9237.
North Country Squares held their 3rd Annual Apple Blossom Festival in Plattsburgh on
May 16-17. Bob Cathcart, Dick Fleming and
Les Heaps shared the calling. —Bob Barber
Country Twirlers had a real gala when they
celebrated their 10th anniversary. At the front
of the elevated stage in the school hall in
Rochester where they dance, were ten 3-foot
electric birthday candles and in the background a gigantic replica of the club badge—
a red barn.
—Bob Predmore

J. 0. Keller Bldg., University Park, Pa. 16802.
—Wm. L. Sipple
On June 19-20 Kon Yacht kickers will hold
their 14th Annual Jamboree at Dreamland Ballroom, Conneaut Lake Park. Callers will be jack
Lasry, Jack May; Doris and LeVerne Reilly
will lead the rounds. There will be a free Trail
End dance on Friday evening at the Sportsmens Club, East Side, Rt. 18, Conneaut Lake.
Write Kon Yacht Kickers, P.O. Box 121, Meadville, Pa.
— Gil McLaren
New Jersey
The Roundaliers of South Jersey combined
installation of officers with their annual dinner
dance at the Liverson Country Club. Mrs. Russell Bidwell is the new president. The group
holds weekly classes in Nepir Hall, Pleasantville and in summer forms basic classes in Ocean
City, sponsored by the Recreation Committee.
— Mrs. Roy Stone

Guest callers for June at the Hayloft in Asbury Park are Glenn Cooke and Roy Keleigh
on June 6; Paul Andrews on June 20; Jim Cargill on June 27; Buzz Chapman on July 11.
Idaho

The 7th Annual Idaho State Square and
Round Dance Festival will be held at the
Western Idaho Fair Grounds in Boise on June
12-14. Callers scheduled are Neil Petterson,
Paul Clements and Dick Spooner. This will
mark the Silver Jubilee of Square Dancing in
Idaho. Sponsor is the Idaho Federation. Write
Olive Mabee, 1013 No. 28th, Boise, Ida.
83703.
The Intermountain Square and Round
Dance Assn. will present their 15th Annual
Funstitute on July 10-12 at McCall, Idaho.
Square Wheels Trailer Club from Colorado
plan to attend. There will be a parking lot
dance on July 9 for those arriving early.
— Leo Lange

Pennsylvania

The 10th Annual Timberline Party was held
on May 22-24 at Mountain Lake House in
Marshalls Creek. Callers this year were George
Peterson, Glenn Cooke, Bob McGowan and
Roy Keleigh.
— Bernice Bonsali
July 31 and August 1 are the dates for the
17th Annual Penn State Square Dance Festival
on the Pennsylvania State University Campus.
Al Brundage and Ron Schneider will be the
featured callers, with round dancing led by
Paul and Laura Merola. Write the Agricultural
Conference Coordinator, Penn State Univ., 410
28

Colorado

The Denver Fiddlesteppers, a "singles"
group, will dance June thru August at the
Cherry Creek Shopping Center. They dance
Sept. thru May at the Presbyterian Church at
1980 Dahlia St. Contact is Wayne Finley,
237-9073.
The Campfire Squares are planning a trip to
Southern Utah, leaving Denver on July 3. They
will attend the Hey Cedars Jamboree at Cedar
City on July 11. Featured caller will be Don
Franklin. The camping-dancing group will visit
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many scenic spots and will dance at The Four
Corners, where they can square up in four
states at the same time! Anyone interested in
particulars may write Jack Coryell, 6382 Allison, Arvada, Colo. 80002.
Utah

Bob Page will conduct a three-day caller
workshop and clinic on June 19-21 for the 18
members of the Ogden Area Callers Council.
He will also call an open dance on June 20 at
the Bonneville High School. Dancers en route
to the National Convention are invited to stop
in Ogden for this dance. Present officers of the
Ogden Callers are Victor Pederson, Pres.; Bob
Landan, Vice-Pres.; DeMar Blain, Secy.; Val
Glover, Treas.
South Dakota

Square Steppers and Circle Eight Squares of
Rapid City had their Annual Apron and Overall Dance recently with Wayne Dennis at the
mike. Upcoming dances in Rapid City include
the Black Hills Square Dance Festival on July
24-25; the 5th Saturday Special Dance at
South Junior High on Aug. 29 and the 5th
Saturday Special on October 31.
Wyoming

On June 6 Deane Serena will call for the
Quadra Dangle Club at their clubhouse in
Laramie.
The Big Horn Basin Square Dance Federation will sponsor the Wyoming Summer Festival at the Junior High Gym in Riverton on
June 20-21. Bob Parrish and Dean Salveson
will share calling duties. Write Jerry Yopps,
777 No. 2nd W., Riverton, Wyo. 82501.
The 6th Annual Frontier Shindig will take
place at the Community Center, Warren AFB,
Cheyenne, on July 25. Caller will be Ken
Bower and the event is in conjunction with the
celebrated Cheyenne Frontier Days.

Here is the group which danced recently for President
Tubman of Liberia in Monrovia. Ron Tendick, the caller,
recruited his dancers from the U.S. Military Mission, U.S.
AID and the Liberian Refining Company.

will be held at the Capitol House in Baton
Rouge on June 13-14. On staff are the John
Winters, Billy Lewises, Andy Petreres and Lem
Gravelles. Write Margaret Petrere, 5566 Velora
Dr., Baton Rouge, La.
Maryland

The Belvedere Hotel, Charles St. at Chase
in Baltimore will be the scene of the 7th Annual Star Spangled Festival on August 20-22.
Red Bates, Beryl Main, Dave Taylor and Allen
Tipton will be the callers; the Easterdays and
Turners will handle the rounds.
— Jim McCarter
Virginia

The 1st Annual Hampton Roads Square and
Round Dance Festival is planned for June 20
at Hampton Roads Coliseum, Hampton, with
afternoon and evening dancing.
Peninsula square dancers enjoyed two
events back to back when Decko Deck called
at the Langley AFB Service Club for Langley
Lanciers and Drifters and Virginians of Newport News packed in 400 dancers at the Hotel
Chamberlain to hear Ron Schneider.
— Bill Wandall

Louisiana

Arkansas

August 8 is the date for the 7th Annual
Square Dance Festival in New Iberia. The new
president of the Louisiana Square Dance Assn.
is Dick Currie of Baton Rouge. — Bo Bonini
The Greater New Orleans Square Dance
Assn. will hold their 13th Annual Square
Dance Festival on July 17-18 at The Rivergate
with a dance floor of 132,500 square feet (and
no posts!) available. Calling on both Friday and
Saturday nights will be Don Franklin and Jerry
Haag with Frank and Phyl Lehnert handling
— John A. Rolfes, Jr.
the round dancing.
The 3rd Annual "La Magnifique" Weekend

Rustic Ramblers will host their 3rd Federation Dance on June 20 with guest callers from
several states. They graduated a class of 11
couples in March. 1970 president of the club
is Ray Richardson. The club dances in Harrison, only 6 miles from Dogpatch, U.S.A. so
receives many inquiries about camping and
recreational facilities. This information may be
had from Donnie Lott, Route 4, Harrison.
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— Genevieve Faucher
West Virginia

July 25 is the date for the Centennial
Squares Fifth Annual Hawaiian Hula at the
29
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many other events.

— Mrs. Charles Winkler
Missouri

YWCA, Clarksburg. Dick Moats will be the
caller. A Hawaiian Salad Luau will be held
following the dance.

On June 17-21 the Annual Summer Festival
will be held at Camdenton with callers Bob
Lightfoot, Jack Cloe and Bill Dittemore. Camping accommodations will be available. The
dances will be held at Lake Park Pavillion.

Tennessee

Michigan

Jack Cloe will call a dance at the Eastman
Kodak Company in Kingsport on June 13.

The Seaway Festival Square Dance will be
held on July 3 at the L. C. Walker Sports
Arena in Muskegon, with Johnny LeClair calling. Write A. J. Klimek, 2144 Reneer, Muskegon.
The Hoedown Club will present Chuck Dillenbeck, Dale Smith and club caller Birdie
Mesick at their annual "June Bug" dance on
June 13 at the Everett High School Gym in
— Dale Cumberworth
Lansing.

Florida

The Pensacola Square and Round Dance
Council presents its 18th Annual Square and
Round Dance Festival on June 26-27 at the Auditorium. Callers will be Joe Abbott and Nelson
Watkins with Clare and Carl Bruning on
— Julius Grady
rounds.
North Carolina

On July 25-26 the Peninsula Square and
Round Dance Assn. will hold the PSARDA
Campout on Tommy Tuckers Campground,
Lake Gaston.
South Carolina

New officers of the South Carolina Federation are Martha and Russ Flick, Chairmen;
Gail and Lyle Sapough, Secy.-Treas. Outgoing
officers were the Gene Kugleys and Fred Dicksons. The federation sponsors a dance on every
5th Saturday. On May 30 the Rhythm Reelers
of Laurel Bay were the hosts.
California

Tune 19-21 are the dates for the 4th Annual
Cup of Gold Promenade in the heart of the
Mother Lode Country. Sponsors are the Central California Dancers and Callers Assns. and
the Sonora Fairground is the locale. Featured
at the mike will be Burlin Davis, Gene Welsh,
Don Franklin and Bob Ruff, with Clark and
Maxine Smith in charge of round dancing. Write
Em
la, Box 12, Moccasin, Calif. 95347.
Washington

State's 20th Annual State
Square Dance Festival — taglined "Dance with
Your Mate in the Heart of the State," will take
place on June 19-21 in Wenatchee with the
North Central Council sponsoring. Write Festival, P.O. Box 1702, Wenatchee, Wash. 98801.
— Don Hulin
Washington

Texas

The highlight of the Rockport Centennial
Celebration will be a square dance hosted by
the Paws and Taws on June 13. Callers will be
Chuck Bryant and "Blackie" Hardy. Weekend
festivities will include a fish fry, parades and
30

Illinois

Camping square dancers will rally 'round at
the 7th Annual National Camporee of National
Square Dance Campers Assn., Inc., Pecatonica
Fairgrounds near Rockford on July 17-19.
Chairmen are Norm and June Pankow of the
Black Hawk Cross Trail-ers Chapter. Write
N.S.D.C.A., Inc., Box 721, Appleton, Wise.
54911.
British Columbia

On June 19-21 the 100-Mile Square Dance
Jamboree will be held at Lac La Hache with
Ron Telford calling.
Ohio
June 12-14 have been set aside for the 2nd
Annual Western Style Square Dance Festival
at Hopewell Campground in the Dillon Lake
area, 10 miles from Zanesville on Route 146.
Write Charles Watson, 976 Harris Ave., Newark, Ohio 43055.
Minnesota
"70 Calls to West St. Paul," the scene of

the Minnesota State Convention on June 1921. Dick Jones and Earl Johnston will be calling at Sibey High School. A Trail's End Dance
will be held in the Signal Hills Mall on June
— Shirley Smith
18.
Ontario

Circle-N-Star will feature Ron Thornton at

their 7th Annual Starlite Affair at Fanshawe
Park, London, on June 20. — Millie Christie
Australia

The 11th National Australian Square Dance
Convention will be held at Glebe Citizens

Police Boys, Minogue Crescent, Glebe, on
June 12-15.
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SUMMER
DANCES

Square dancers are among the most ambulant people in the nation
when it comes to summer vacations. Whole families seek spots where
they may include square dancing in their vacation fun. On this page
are listed regular summer dances which welcome visitors. Take your
slippers and boots along!
Colorado

New Mexico

The Carriage Stop Square Dance Club, 27th
& Robinson Sts., Colorado Springs. 1st & 3rd
Saturdays, June 6 thru Nov. 7 (except August,
2nd and 4th Saturdays). 8-10:30. Caller,
Gregg Anderson.

Square Ups Square Dance Club, Christ
United Methodist Fellowship Hall, 6200 Gibson Blvd., S.E., Albuquerque. June 13, June
27, July 11, July 25, Aug. 8, Aug. 22 — 8 P.M.
Caller — Ken Hostetler.
Rocky's Barn, Potato Hill Rd., 1 mile off
Rte. 12 at Sky-Vu Motel, Boonville. Every
Saturday night Memorial Day thru Labor Day
weekends — 8-11 P.M. Caller — Jim Kelly. Leo
Golickis on rounds.

Illinois

Lawson Grand Squares, Lawson YMCA,
Chicago & Dearborn, Chicago. Every Wednesday — 7:30-11 P.M. Caller, Chuck Horak.
Shufflin' Shoes, Moose Hall, (A.C.)* 3625
Harlem Ave., Berwyn ( Chicago suburb). 1st
& 3rd Fridays — 8-11 P.M. Dinners served
from 6 to 9 P.M. Ken Olsons on rounds: caller
— Jim Stewart. Telephone 776-3122.
Massachusetts

West Springfield and Chicopee Square
Dance Clubs, Cool Mountain Park Ballroom,
Holyoke. Every Thursday, June 4 thru Sept. 3.
Variety of callers. Len Taylors and Ray Woods'
on rounds.
Michigan

Free Square Dancing at Metropolitan Beach,
Mt. Clemens, Beginners, Mondays, caller —
John Korwin. Intermediate, Tuesdays, caller —
Jerry Lenz. Advanced, Wednesdays, caller —
Dave Taylor.
Missouri

The Stepping Stones, St. Louis. 1st, 3rd and
5th Saturdays (excepting July 4). — 8-10:45
P.M. Call Art Kilz, (314) 385-8913 for location of (A.C.") hall.
Nebraska

Omaha Callers Assn. Summer Dances. May
23, June 13, July 11, Aug. 8, Commercial
Savings & Loan Bldg., 45th & Dodge, Omaha.
June 27, July 25, Aug. 22, Southroads Audit.,
Omaha. Callers — Don Trecek and Glenn
Lapham.
New Hampshire

Gulls and Buoys Club, Charrier Hall, United
Church of Christ, Jct. 101D & 151, North
Hampton. Every Wednesday — 8-11 P.M.
Telephone 964-8482.
New York

Magic Squares Club, The Hayloft, Ontario
Co. Home, Canandaigua. Every Saturday night,
June 6 thru Sept. 26 — 8:30-11 P.M. Variety
of callers. Telephone 394-2474.

Oregon

Country Capers Club, The Hayloft, 615 S.E.
Alder St., Portland. 1st & 3rd Saturdays — 8:30
P.M. Telephone 246-6390.
West Virginia

Square Dancing at Coolfont Recreation and
Camping Area, Cold Run Valley Rd., Berkeley
Springs. May 30, July 4, July 18, Aug. 1, Aug.
15, Aug. 29. Caller — Torn Craddock.
Wyoming

Square Dancing in Yellowstone Park —
Lake Lodge, Mammoth Recr. Hall and Canyon
Village, June, July and August. Write caller
Gene Olson, 5813 Leonora St., Mesa, Ariz.
85201 for specific information.
New Brunswick, Canada

Oromocto Pioneer Square Dance Club, near
Fredericton. July 3, July 4, July 24, July 25,
Aug. 7, Aug. 8, Aug. 28, Aug. 29. Camping
facilities available. Caller — Warren Hawkins.
Telephone (Fredericton Exchange) (506)
472-4467, 357-5643 or 472-2021.
Nova Scotia, Canada

Square Dancing, Halifax-Dartmouth Area.
Every Wednesday, June 24 to end of August.
Write Lorne Tyler, 8 Rodney Terr., Dartmouth, N.S. Telephone 469-6433.
Ontario, Canada

Lift Lock Squares, The Pines, Bridgenorth
on Chernong Lake (4 miles from downtown
Peterborough). Every Wednesday, May 20
thru Sept, 2 — 8-11 P.M. Caller Bob jaffray.
Telephone 292-8063.
Square Dancing at Victoria Park Pavilion,
Kitchener, 2nd & 4th Saturdays — Beaux &
Belles — Caller — Johnny Davidson. 1st & 3rd
Saturdays — Swing & Whirl Club — Variety of
callers.
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NEVVCOMB

MODEL TRS-1680-NN2

Speakers and Amplifier Balanced For Optimum Acoustical Output
Want to be sure of being heard? Understood? Equip
yourself with a Newcomb TRS-1680-NN2 sound system.
They'll get your message in the farthest corners of the
biggest halls you're ever likely to call in. The superb
sound projection provided by the TRS-1680-NN2 is the
result of teamwork : the right speaker matched to the
right electronics matched to the right controls matched
to your job. It's like the performance you get from a car
when the gear ratios, wheel and tire sizes, and engine are
all just right for each other. The speakers you see above
are Newcomb N12NT models, closed-back designs that
keep sound clean in problem auditoriums. Each case is a.
rear-loaded dual-labyrinth reproducer with an extraordinarily efficient two-way speaker system. A full crossover network divides the audio signal into two parts for
clarity, definition, and high fidelity. Low frequencies are
channeled to an extra-heavy-duty 12" woofer. High frequencies go to a directional horn tweeter that maintains

the intelligibility and natural character of your voice.
Conversion efficiency is the key to N12NT performance.
They'll net you more sound from a 50 watt amplifier
than you'll get from run-of-the mill speakers driven by
150. N12NTs do best of all teamed up with a TRS-1680.
A beautiful instrument. Versatile. Flexible. Powerful.
The brightly lit control panel really slants back — so you
can operate it as easily standing as sitting. The TRS-1680
puts out a true, full 80 peak watts of mono power. Does
it with dependable vacuum tubes. If you burn one out,
plug in a new one yourself. You can split the output for
stereo reproduction or stereo orchestra reinforcement.
Dial any degree of separation you want. And your voice
will still come out the center equally proportioned between the two channels. The TRS-1680 delivers more
actual usable watts than some transistor models of higher
paper ratings. Anyone can prove this just by listening.
Investigate before you invest. Write for the big full
story ...

NEWCOMB AUDIO PRODUCTS CO., DEPT. SO-6, 12881 BRADLEY AVENUE, SYLMAR, CALIFORNIA 91342
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WORKSHOP

FOR LEADERS IN THE FIELD OF
SQUARE AND ROUND DANCING

June, 1970
this month where we'll
enjoy dancing to Jon Jones. The growing
popularity of this fine caller indicates that his
choice of material, along with his other attributes, deserves a good look. As in the case of
other feature callers, we would remind you
that these calls are not necessarily original
with ]on but are figures and combinations of
figures that he enjoys calling with his various
clubs and workshop groups.

I

T'S A TRIP TO TEXAS

Heads lead right
Circle to a line
Right and left thru
Dixie style
Ocean wave
Girls circulate
Boys trade
Allemande left
Head ladies chain right
New side ladies chain across
Heads right and left thru
All eight half sashay
Heads turn thru
Round one
Turn thru
Left turn thru
Turn thru
Centers in
Cast off three quarters
Cross Trail
Allemande left
Heads right and left thru
Square thru
Sides face
Grand square
Heads cloverleaf
Heads cross trail
Allemande left

(3 )
Girls face the men
Everybody grand square
Four ladies chain three quarters
Sides right and left thru
Heads lead right
Circle to a line
Half sashay
Star thru
Substitute
Allemande left
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Heads square thru
*Centers in
Centers fold
Centers turn back
(Repeat from *)
Allemande left
Allemande left alamo style
Heads trade
Boys trade
Girls trade
Heads trade
Sides trade
Boys trade
Girls trade
Sides trade
Allemande left
Side ladies chain
Sides half sashay
Circle eight
Men square thru
Swing thru
Ends fold
Eight double circulate
Men turn back
Dixie grand
Allemande left
Heads square thru
Swing thru
Boys run
Boys circulate
Couples circulate
Wheel and deal
Swing thru
Boys run
Boys circulate
Couples circulate
Wheel and deal
Dive thru
Pass thru
Allemande left
Heads square thru
Ocean wave
Boys run
Couples circulate
Girls run
Eight circulate
Boys run
Couples circulate
Girls run
Eight circulate
Swing thru
Girls circulate
Boys trade
Turn thru
Allemande left

Heads spin the top
Sides divide
Everybody spin the top
Box the gnat
Right and left thru
Dive thru
Slide thru
Spin the top
The others divide
Everybody spin the top
Box the gnat
Right and left thru
Dive thru
Pass thru
Allemande left

JON
JONES

Our feature caller this month was first introduced to square dancing in 1954 and was soon
in the swing of this activity, after a series of
lessons with the Arlington, Texas, City Recreation Department. Shortly aftertvard, he became interested in the calling phase and eventually became involved in teaching and promoting square dancing. Today he calls regularly
for two clubs and teaches beginner classes in
conjunction with the City of Arlington Recreation Department. Jon has called at and conducted workshops for numerous dances, festivals, weekend and weeklong institutes in many
states and in Canada. Through the years Jon
and his wife, Shirley, have discovered that
this busy schedule with the activity and the
people of square dancing has been for them a
continuous and most rewarding experience. In
their words, they believe that square dancing
is the bee hobby and recreation in which anyone can indulge. "Square dancing is an expression of joy." The Joneses live in Arlington, with
two sons and one daughter. Jon has recorded
on the Square "L" Label and is employed as
building official for the city.
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Heads half square thru
Split two line up four
Star thru
Substitute
Dive thru
Pass thru
Split two line up four
Star thru
Substitute
Dive thru
Square thru three quartrers
Allemande left
Heads spin the top
Sides divide
Everybody right and left thru
Star thru
Dive thru
Slide thru
Spin the top
Sides divide
Everybody right and left thru
Star thru
Dive thru
Pass thru
Allemande left
WHAT'D HE SAY HEY
By Bill Barton, Cornish Hats, New Hampshire
Heads lead to the left
Right and left thru
Inside couples split the ring
Promenade left one quarter round
Into the middle pass thru
Frontier whirl and lead to the left
Right and left thru
Inside couples split the ring
Promenade left one quarter round
Into the middle
Cross trail thru
Left allemande
DON'T WAIVER
By Bill Armstrong, Los Angeles, California
Two and four pass thru
Separate around one
Line of four go forward and back
Center four slide thru
Spin the top
Ends step forward join the wave
Everybody right and left thru
Slide thru swing thru
Boys trade girls trade
Swing thru girls circulate
Box the gnat change girls
Right and left thru pass thru
Wheel and deal
Centers 1Harr thru
Allemande left
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CHUMMY
By Larry Tierney, Chesterton, Indiana
Allemande left like allemande thar
Go right and left
Men back up in a right hand star
Shoot that star all the way around
Right to corner wrong way thar
Men in the middle all stand pat
Sides face down the line
Dixie chain boys turn around
Curlique heads square thru
Halfway round the land
Here we go it's a right and left grand

Thor Sigurdson of Emerson, Manitoba, Canada
sends in the two dances below using Tag The
Line. In the Style Lab of the January, 1970 issue
we featured this figure.
Heads square thru four hands
Swing thru two by two
Tag the line right
Wheel and deal to face those two
Dive thru centers swing thru
Tag the line left
Wheel and deal
Same four U turn back
Allemande
Four ladies chain three quarters
Roll promenade that girl
Don't stop don't slow down
Heads wheel around pass thru
Tag the line out
Cast off three quarters
Tag the line in
Star thru
Allemande

Here are a couple of dances with the Spin Chain
Thru figure being used. These are by Larry Jack
Marconette, Brea, California.
SPIN CHAIN THRU A
Heads square thru do sa do
Spin chain thru boys run
Wheel and deal pass thru (single)
Centers pass thru
Centers in
Cast off three quarters round
Pass thru bend the line
Star thru
Two ladies chain
Centers pass thru
Allemande left
SPIN CHAIN THRU B
Whirlaway and square your sets
Heads star thru
California twirl do sa do
Spin chain thru without a stop
Swing thru boys run
Wheel and deal dive thru
Substitute
Square thru three quarters round
Allemande left
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Bert Teney, Gerber, California uses the Lines
Walk In figure in the two dances below.
WALK IN
Promenade don't stop
Heads wheel around make lines
Lines walk in
Ends star thru
Centers right and left thru
Four ladies chain three quarters
Left allemande
5000 WALK
Heads promenade half way
Leads right circle up four
Heads break line up four
Lines walk in
Square thru four hands
Allemande left

SINGING CALL*
BATTLE CRY OF FREEDOM
By Red Bates, Hampden, Massachusetts
Record: Hi-Hat = 390, Flip Instrumental
with Red Bates
OPENER, MIDDLE BREAK, ENDING
Allemande left a grand sashay
Do sa do gonna hear me say
Right hand pull by see saw the next
A left hand pull on by
Then do sa do the next
Right hand pull by
Then you see saw the next
Left hand pull by
Do sa do around your own
Left allemande your corner
Promenade her home
Promenade go two by two
For the old red white and blue
Dancin' to the Battle Cry of Freedom
FIGURE:
One and three go right and left thru
Turn a girl star thru pass thru
Do sa do to an ocean wave you do
Now balance up and back
Swing thru along the track
The boys run couples *hinge and trade
In the middle pass thru
The corner lady swing
Left allemande new corner
Promenade the ring
Promenade go round the bend
And we'll all square up again
Dancin` to the
Battle Cry of Freedom
*Explanation of "Hinge and Trade"
as used in this dance.
From the two parallel two-faced lines start a
couples wheel across. (See August 1968 S.I.0.)
Couples going to center hook to four in line,
trade places ,then bend the line to face each
other. The outside couples do a Wheel and Deal
pattern to fall in behind the center couples
ending in a Double Pass thru position.
SEQUENCE: Opener, Figure twice for heads,
Middle break, Figure twice for sides, Ending.
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ROUND DANCES
THE MERRY WIDOW - Grenn 14133
Choreographers: Louis and Lela Leon
Comment: Big band recording of an old standard
waltz tune recorded at the slower speed used
by most contemporary routines. Dance is for
experienced dancers.
INTRODUCTION
1-4
OPEN FACING Wait; Wait; Apart, Point, -;
Together to SEMI-CLOSED, Touch, -;
DANCE
1-4
Fwd Waltz, 2, 3; (Fwd, 2, 3) Fwd, Turn, 3
end in BANJO facing RLOD and on
outside; Banjo Pivot, 2, 3 end in SEMICLOSED; (Fwd, 2, 3) Fwd, Turn, 3 end in
BANJO facing PLOD and on outside;
5-8
Banjo Pivot, 2, 3 end in SEMI-CLOSED;
Manuv, 2, 3 end M facing RLOD and
CLOSED; Pivot, 2, 3; 4, Step, Close end
M facing WALL and BUTTERFLY;
9-12
Waltz Away; (W 1/2 L Wrap) Fwd, Turn,
3 end facing RLOD and on outside; Bwd
Waltz, 2, 3; (Unwrap) Turn R, 2, 3, to
end facing LOD in L OPEN;
1 3-1 6 Step, Flare, blend to BUTTERFLY; Thru,
Touch, -; Apart, 2, 3; (R Twirl end
SIDECAR) Fwd, 1/4 L Turn, 3 end facing
RLOD;
17-20 Twinkle, 2, 3 end BANJO M facing LOD;
(Blend to CLOSED) Fwd, 2, 3; Dip/Twist,
2, -; Recov/Turn, 2, 3 end SIDECAR
M facing RLOD;
21-24 Bwd Waltz, 2, 3; (Turn L, 2, 3 end REV
SEMI-CLOSED) Bwd, 2, 3; Rock Fwd,
Recov, Side; Thru, Side, Close end in
CLOSED M facing WALL;
25-28 SEMI-CLOSED Fwd, 2, 3; Fwd, Flare Out
and Arnd, -; Dip, Lift, -; Manuv, 2, 3
end CLOSED M facing RLOD;
29-32 (R) Waltz Turn; Waltz Turn, Waltz Turn;
(Twirl end in SEMI-CLOSED) Fwd, 2, 3;
SEQUENCE: Dance goes thru twice. Music retards
on meas 31 and 32 second time thru. Change
hands and Ack.
MEMPHIS WALTZ - Grenn 14133
Choreographers: Charles and Edith Capon
Comment: Excellent medium speed waltz music
and an easy routine with eight measures
repeated. Not for the novice dancer as it has
both right and left face turning waltzes.
INTRODUCTION
1-4
OPEN FACING Wait; Wait; Apart, Point,
-; Together to SEMI-CLOSED, Touch, -;
DANCE
1-4
Fwd Waltz, 2, 3; Step, Swing, Lift;
Fwd Waltz, 2, 3; Manuv, 2, 3 end in
CLOSED M facing RLOD;
5-8
(R) Waltz Turn; Fwd Waltz; (L) Waltz
Turn; (L) Waltz Turn end SEMI-CLOSED
facing LOD;
9-12
Repeat action meas 1 -4:
13-16 Repeat action meas 5-8 except to end in
BUTTERFLY M facing WALL:
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17-20 Waltz Away; Waltz Together; Solo Turn,
2, 3; On Arnd, 2, 3 end CLOSED M facing
WALL;
21-24 Dip Back, -, -; Manuv, 2, 3; (R) Waltz
Turn; (R) Turn adjust to end in SIDECAR
M facing DIAGONAL LOD and WALL;
25-28 Fwd,
Close; Twinkle, 2, 3 to BANJO;
Fwd, Close; Fwd Waltz, 2, 3 end in
CLOSED M facing LOD;
29-32 (L) Waltz Turn; Bwd Waltz; (R) Waltz
Turn; (R) Waltz Turn end in SEMI-CLOSED;
SEQUENCE: Dance goes thru twice. Twirl and
Ack.
EVENING TWO-STEP - MacGregor 5011
Choreographer: Eve Maxhimer
Comment: An easy level sixteen measured
dance with identical footwork throughout.
INTRODUCTION
1-2
OPEN Wait; Walk Fwd, -, 2 blending to
SKIRT SKATERS and facing WALL, -;
DANCE
1-4
Side, Behind, Side, Behind to end facing
LOD;Walk Fwd, -, 2, -; Fwd/ Close,
Back/ -, Back/ Close, Fwd,/ -; Walk Fwd,
-, 2 end facing WALL, -;
Side, Close, XIF, -; Side, Close, XIF, -;
5-8
Roll L face down LOD, -2, -; 3, -, 4
end in VARSOUVIANA facing LOD, -;
9-12
Fwd TwoStep„ Fwd Two-Step,; (Wind L
face to end on M's L side) Slightly Fwd,
2, 3, -; Fwd Two-Step„ Fwd Two-Step,;
(Unwind R face end R HAND STAR
facing RLOD) Slightly Fwd, 2, 3, -;
13-16 (Moving Clockwise) Two-Step Arnd„ TwoStep Arnd,; L Face Solo Turn Away, 2, 3
end in L HAND STAR M facing LOD, -;
(Moving Counter Clockwise) Two-Step
Arnd„ Two-Step Arnd,, (Twirl end in
SKIRT SKATERS) L Turn in Place, 2, 3 end
facing LOD, -;
SEQUENCE: Dance goes thru four times plus Tag.
Tag:
Side, Behind, Side, Behind; Walk Fwd,
1-2
Sit Back on R,
HAPPY SOUNDS - MacGregor 5011
Choreographers: Lou and Darlene Fair
Comment: The music is the popular tune
"Summer Sounds." The dance is smooth
though active.
INTRODUCTION
OPEN Wait; Wait; Apart, -, Point, -;
1-4
Together to SEMI-CLOSED, -, Touch, -;
PART A
Fwd Two-Step; Fwd Two-Step blend to
1-4
BUTTERFLY M facing WALL; Side, Close,
Fwd, -; Side, Close, Back, -;
T ..-8
Li a‘P. I VVE.r•
Face to Face Two-Step; Back to D
5Step; Solo Box Side, Close, Fwd, -; Side,
Close, Back, -;
9-12
Side, Close, Thru to OPEN facing LOD,
-; Fwd, Close, Back, -; Side, Close, XIF
blend to CLOSED, -; Side, Close, Thru
facing LOD, -;
13-16 Turn Two-Step; Turn Two-Step end in
SEMI-CLOSED facing LOD; (Twirl) Walk
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Fwd, —, 2, —; 3, —, 4 blend to L OPEN
M facing WALL, —;

PART B
1-4
5-8
9-12
13-16

Side, Close, Thru, —; Side, Close, Thru,
—; Circle Away Two-Step; Circle Together
Two-Step end in TAMARA;
Arnd Two-Step; On Arnd Two-Step; Arnd
Two-Step; On Arnd Two-Step to end in
CLOSED M facing WALL;
Side, Close, Fwd, —; Side, Close, Thru,
—; Side, Close, Back, —; Side, Close,
Thru, —;
Turn Two-Step; Turn Two-Step end in
SEMI-CLOSED; Fwd, Close, Back, Close;
Walk Fwd, —, 2, —;

SEQUENCE: Dance thru twice plus Ending.
Ending:
1-2
(Twirl) Side, —, Behind, —; Apart, —,

5-8
9-12

13-16

17-20 Waltz Away; (In Place, 2, 3) Manuv, 2, 3
end CLOSED facing RLOD; (R) Waltz Turn;
21-24

Point, —.
OH YOU BEAUTIFUL DOLL Hi-Hat 873
Choreographers: Phyl and Frank Lehnert
Comment: Lively music and a very easy twenty

measure two-step routine. Dance goes thru
three times and has no turning two-steps.
A very good dance for the newer dancer.
INTRODUCTION
OPEN FACING Wait; Wait; Apart, —,
1-4
Point, —; Together to SEMI-CLOSED,
—, Touch, —;

DANCE
1-4

Fwd Two-Step; Fwd Two-Step end M
face WALL LOOSE-CLOSED; Side, Close,
Side, Close end in SEMI-CLOSED facing
LOD; Walk, —, 2 end M face WALL LOOSE-

RLOD;Banjo Arnd, 2, 3 end facing LOD;
Turn, 2, 3 end in SIDECAR M facing
RLOD;
Rock Fwd, Recov, Side to BANJO; Fwd,
—, Close; Cross, Side, Close end SIDECAR
M facing RLOD;Rock Fwd, Recov, Side;
BANJO Fwd, Fan to SIDECAR, —; Rock
Fwd, Recov, Side to BANJO; Fwd, Fan to
SIDECAR, —; Rock Fwd, Recov, Side to
BANJO;
Fwd, —, Close to CLOSED; Pivot, 2, 3;
(Twirl) Fwd LOD, 2, 3; Thru, Face, Close
to BUTTERFLY;

25-28

29-32

(R) Waltz Turn;
Solo Waltz Turn 1/2, 2, 3; On Arnd, 2, 3
end in OPEN facing LOD; Back, Turn/
Face, Close end LEFT OPEN facing RLOD;
Back, Turn/Face, Close end facing LOD
in OPEN;
Step, Lift, —; Turn (Bk to Bk)/Side, Touch,
—; Change Hands M's L and W's R Step
Away, Fan, —; Step Together to CLOSED
M facing WALL, Touch, —;
Fwd, Close, Back; Back, Close, Fwd;
(Twirl) Side, Behind, Side; Thru, Face,
Close to BUTTERFLY;

SEQUENCE: Dance goes thru twice plus Ending.
Ending:
1-4
Dip Back, —, —; Pivot, 2, 3; (Twirl) Fwd,
2, 3; Fwd, Apart, Point.

SINGING CALL*

CLOSED, —;
5-8
9-12

Side, Behind, —; Side, Close, Side, —;
Side, —, Behind, —; Side, Close, Side to

SEMI-CLOSED, —;
Repeat action meas 1-4 end in
BUTTERFLY:

13-16 Two-Step (Face to Face); Two-Step (Bk to
Bk) blend to OPEN facing LOD; Rock
Fwd,
Recov/Turn in end facing RLOD
LEFT-OPEN, —; Rock Fwd,
Recov/Turn
in end in CLOSED M facing WALL, —;
17-20 Side, Close, Fwd, —; Side, Close, Back,
—; Dip Back, —, Recov to SEMI-CLOSED
facing LOD, —; (Twirl) Fwd,
2, —;

SEQUENCE: Dance goes thru three times plus
Ending.
Ending:
1-4
Fwd Two-Step; Fwd Two-Step end in
LOOSE-CLOSED M face WALL; Side, Close,
Side, Close; Apart/ Point,
THE BOY NEXT DOOR — Hi-Hat 873
Choreographers: Wayne and Norma Wylie
Comment: A waltz routine for the experienced

dancer. The music is well played and the tune
has some very unusual tone changes.
INTRODUCTION
1-4
OPEN FACING Wait; Wait; Apart, Point,
—; Together to BUTTERFLY, Touch;—;
DANCE
1-4
Waltz Away; (L Spin end BANJO facing
LOD) Manuv, 2, 3 end BANJO facing
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JOHN HENRY

By Ray Bohn, Louisville, Kentucky
Record: Top :-7 25207, Flip Instrumental
with Ray Bohn
OPENER, MIDDLE BREAK, ENDING
Well you bow and swing your partners
Swing 'em all join hands
Circle left around the hall
Left allemande come back home
Turn a right hand round your own
Left allemande the corner
And a right and left grand
You're lookin' for a steel drivin' man
Do sa do with your partner
The corner allemande
Partners promenade round the land
You're dancin' with a steel drivin' man

FIGURE:
One and three go right and left thru
Turn your lady fair
Pass thru and around just one you fly
In the middle box the gnat
Right hand star go round the track
To the corners allemande and a
Right and left grand
You're lookin' for a steel drivin' man
Do sa do with your partners and
The corner lady swing
Swing and promenada gn around the land
You're dancin' with a steel drivin' man

SEQUENCE: Opener, Figure twice for heads,
Middle break, Figure twice for sides, Ending.
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ABOUT THE WORKSHOP
In this issue 48 dances and drills, ranging
from relatively simple to the fairly complex,
provide "ammunition" for the caller and
teacher. Your squares and drills, particularly
those fitting into the basics 1 through 70 program are most welcome—Editor.
The six dances below were sent in by Manny
Amor, Lakewood, New Jersey. He says he is
using these dances which are based on a Centers
Out — Cast In Three Quarters,
First and third
Square thru four hands around
Centers out
Cast in three quarters
Center two trade and
Cast off three quarters
Two lines star thru
Center two
Square thru three quarters
Left allemande
First and third star thru
Do a dixie daisy (patter)
Centers out
Cast in three quarters
Lines facing out round off
Substitute and
Square thru three quarters
Left allemande
First and third
Square thru four hands
Centers out
Cast in three quarters
Centers run
Square thru three quarters
Left allemande
First and third lead to the right
Circle to a line
Star thru centers out
Cast in three quarters
Center two fold
Double pass thru
Centers out
Cast in three quarters
Bend the line star thru
Square thru three quarters
Left allemande
First and third star thru
Double pass thru
Centers out
Cast in three quarters
Facing out do a partner trade
Pair off centers out
Cast in three quarters
Facing out do a partner trade
Pair off centers in
Cast off three quarters
Two lines star thru substitute
Center two square thru three quarters
Left allemande
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First and third lead to right and
Circle to a line
*Pass thru wheel and deal
Double pass thru
Centers out
Cast in three quarters
Centers trade centers run
Bend the line
*(Repeat from pass thru three more times
line of four in sequence)
Star thru
Square thru three quarters
Left allemande

SINGING CALL*
RAINBOW GIRL
By Marshall Flippo, Abilene, Texas
Record: Blue Star '7 1867, Flip Instrumental
with Marshall Flippo
OPENER, MIDDLE BREAK, ENDING
Left allemande grand right and left you go
When you meet you'll do a do sa do
Promenade that lady home from there
Take that lady right back home and
Sides face grand square
Rainbow girl you
Chased the dark clouds out of my world
My skies turned to blue when I found you
My little rainbow girl
FIGURE:
The heads promenade three quarters round
The sides do sa do one time around
Swing thru and then you box the gnat
Square thru three hands around that track
Left allemande then walk by your own
Swing the next swing with that girl
Promenade her to home
My skies turned to blue when I found you
My little rainbow girl
ALTERNATE BREAK
Sides face grand square
The world's gotta way of looking bad
When you've lost
The only love you've ever had
Reverse and I guess mine would
Still be looking wrong
If you hadn't come along
Four ladies chain across the world
Chain 'em back you turn 'em left
Promenade with that girl
My skies turned to blue when I found you
My little rainbow girl
OR
Sides face grand square
Life to me was just an empty glass
Tainted with a flavor from the past
You came along took it from my hand
And filled it up with something grand
Four ladies chain across
That old world chain 'em back
You turn 'em left
Promenade with that girl
My skies turned to blue when I found you
My little rainbow girl
SEQUENCE: Opener, Figure twice for heads,
Middle break, Figure twice for sides, Ending.
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MY MY

By Bob McDaniel, Topeka, Kansas
Heads swing thru and don't be late
Turn thru and separate
Round one to the middle and star thru
Same four square thru four hands around
Sashay thru the outside two
Everybody promenade don't slow down
One and three wheel around
Star thru eight chain one
Left allemande
Partner right
Right and left grand

Colin J. Walton, Eau Gallie,
Florida calls the two below, Aries and Pisces
ARIES
Heads lead right
Circle four to a line
Pass thru wheel and deal
*Centers star by the right once around
Star left with the outside two
Back to the center double pass thru
Centers in
Cast off three quarters round
Pass thru wheel and deal*

*Repeat two more times except
last time eliminate the
Pass thru wheel and deal
Star thru
Square thru three quarters
Left allemande
PISCES
Side ladies chain
Sides right and left thru
Heads lead right
Circle four to a line
Pass thru wheel and deal
Double pass thru centers in
Cast off three quarters
Make a right hand star with
The couple across once around then
Single file around the ring
Girls turn back for a dixie grand
Right left right
Left allemande

Albert Morey of Bracken, Sask., Canada sends
us the two dances below using the Men In
Motion figure.
Heads lead right
Circle to a line
Do sa do big wave is fine
End men in motion not your girl
Center four pass thru California twirl
Heads promenade wrong way
Go half way round
cArne.
chair: across thc to
Join hands circle left around the land
Rollaway to a
Right and left grand
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Heads lead right
Circle to a line
Up to the middle and
Back in time pass thru
End men in motion here's what you do
Up and back pass thru
End ladies in motion we're not thru
Pass thru wheel and deal
California twirl cloverleaf
Double pass thru
First couple left
Next couple right
Move up and back
Two ladies chain
Pass thru bend the line
Up and back two ladies chain
Right and left thru
Cross trail thru
Left allemande
AROUND THE TRACK

By Jeanne Moody, Salinas, California
All four ladies chain three quarters
Allemande left go
Right and left grand
It's not so far around that track
Heads pass your own
Sides turn back
Dixie grand go right left right
Pull by
Left allemande

SINGING CALL*
HOW I'M LOVING YOU

By John Butler, Wilmington, California
Record: Windsor 2'4939, Flip Instrumental
with John Butler
OPENER, MIDDLE BREAK, ENDING
Allemande left that corner
Come back and do sa do
Promenade that lady round you know
Red hot turn the right hand lady right
Partner left go all the way round
Corner by the right
Partner left and allemande thar
Gents to the middle right hand star
You back up boys and then
Slip the clutch left allemande
Then promenade again
I never knew I could love anybody
But baby how I'm loving you

FIGURE:
All four ladies chain
Three quarters round you go
One and three do a half square thru
Swing thru and then
Spin the top my friend without a stop
Go right and left thru
Turn the girls and then star thru
Pass thru that corner lady swing
Swing that lady round and promenade
Go round the town
; could love anybody
never
But baby how I'm loving you

SEQUENCE: Opener, Figure twice for heads,
Middle break, Figure twice for sides, Ending.
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TO NEW MEMBERS
As a service to readers each month,
SQUARE DANCING presents "On The Record" an up-to-date report on new square dance
hoedowns and singing calls. You're invited to
make this feature a part of your regular readmg program.
The dances below have Peel Off in them.
They are by Ted Wegener, Gardena, California
ORANGE PEEL
Heads square thru peel off
Those who can pass thru
Centers in
Cast off three quarters round
Star thru cloverleaf
Square thru three quarters round
Allemande left
APPEALING
Heads square thru peel off
Those who can pass thru
Centers in
Cast off three quarters round
Peel off ends trade
Centers California twirl
Square thru three quarters round
Star thru
Pass thru and
Left allemande
THREE LADIES ROLLAWAY (47)
By George Caudill, Garden Grove, California
Four ladies chain
Number one gent
Face your corner and star thru
Circle up eight
Three ladies rollaway
Three ladies rollaway
Three ladies rollaway
Allemande left
GOTCHA
By Ed Fraidenburg, Midland, Michigan
Heads pass thru around one to a line
Centers square thru three quarters
Ends turn thru wheel and deal
Double pass thru first left next right
Centers square thru three quarters
Ends turn wheel and deal
Centers turn thru
Left allemande
HALF CRAZY (47)
By Bruce Welsh, New Orleans, Louisiana
Heads half square thru
Half square thru the outside two
Balance out and bend the line
Half square thru
U turn back star thru
Bend the line
Hd-- 11 square thru
I'll tell you why
Right to partner pull her by
Allemande left
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HOEDOWNS
EIGHT'R FROM DECATUR — Kalox 1103
Key: F
Tempo: 127
Music: Rhythm Boys — Banjo, Guitar, Drums, Bass
WORRIED MAN, Flip side to Eight`r From Decatur
Key: F Tempo: 130
Music: Rhythm Boys — Banjo, Guitar, Drums, Bass
Comment: Two modern and swinging hoedowns
that are real "toe tappers."
WOODEN INDIAN — Folkraft 202
Key: G
Tempo: 128
Music: European Golden Strings
Violins,
Guitar, Bass, Drums
—

UPTOWN, Flip side to Wooden Indian
Key: D
Tempo: 128
Music: European Golden Strings — Piano, Violins,
Guitar, Bass, Drums

(Please turn to page 48)
HOW TO USE THE RECORD REPORT
To get the best possible analysis all singing calls are
checked and rated by two sources. First, a rating is
made by a square of dancers that actually dances to
each record. The records are then sent to another reviewer who rates them on recording quality, instrumentation, clarity of commands, and body mechanics. The
final "star" rating is based on a consensus of the reports from both. In all cases unless otherwise noted it
may be assumed that singing calls are recorded in a
medium range. In the case of hoedown the key will be
included.
_H F
Each report gives an analysis of the record
HE
and the dance. The shaded area in the
—H D
chart indicates the voice range used by
HC
most recording companies. By comparing
the voice range letters in each analysis
k-—LG
HA
with those on the chart, you should be
E-:•
able to determine the record's suitability
LO
to your voice. Occasionally a report will
_ LC
LB
be starred (*) in which case you will find
LA
the calls reproduced in the Workshop secELG
tion of the same issue.
ELF
Some of the square dance records reported will have
rating symbols at the end -f th- "rornrnont
►
e.
■
These represent the opinion of the reviewing committee.
Symbols used indicate as follows:*Average,'**Above
rt.r*Exceptional, ***-A Outstanding.
Average,-1',--
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-
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O.

C.

4:.6,
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CALLERS: grAvAN „ has produced
SOCIETY

these items with YOU in mind
ILLUSTRATED BASIC MOVEMENTS IN SQUARE DANCING — 1969-70 EDITION
Many callers give one of these booklets to each member of their learners class, an
excellent and simple teaching help. Contains 71 illustrations on all the popular basic
movements used today.
15c each — $10.00 per 100 postpaid

The
BASIC
MOVEMENTS

INDOCTRINATION HANDBOOK

INDOCTRINATION
HANDBOOK

Helps you to start the new
dancers off on the right foot, an
excellent stimulant to correct
square dance teaching.

NEW BASIC CHECKLISTS
Companion piece to the Basic
Movements booklet helps you
keep track of your teaching progression.

15c each

—

$10.00 per 100

postpaid

12 for 35c postpaid
SQUARE & ROUND DANCE DIPLOMAS
Graduation time? These make excellent
awards for the new dancer just finishing
his lessons.
min. order of 10 — State type
10c each
Add 20c postage with each order
—

VALUABLE HANDBOOKS
Youth in Square Dancing
Story of Square Dancing
Square Dancing Party Fun
Club Organization
Publicity Handbook
, Sit+

•"`

STURDY SLEEVES FOR
YOUR 7" RECORDS

O

Used by Professionals everywhere. Made of heavy duty
paper— long lasting.
Minimum order
100 for $5.00 postpaid

35c each postpaid

6

E.2

ccil

L.mel

ORDER FORM
■
462 NORTH ROBERTSON BLVD. m LOS ANGELES, CALIF. 90048
QUANTITY

QUANTITY

Publicity Handbook

Green Sleeves (Min.

order of 100),

Illus. Basic. Movements

of Square Dancing

Basic Check Lists

(for callers)!

Indoctrination Handbook,

S D Diplomas
(Min. order of 10),

Club Organization
Handbook

R/D Diplomas
(Min. order of 10)

Youth in Square Dancing
Story of Square Dancing
Planning Square Dance
Party Fun

Please send me SQUARE DANCING
for 12 months. Enclosed is my membership fee of $5.00 to The SETS IN
ORDER AMERICAN SQUARE DANCE
SOCIETY.

Total Amount
(Enclosed)

NAME

,

ADDRESS
CITY.

STATE

ZIP

' vb.

'Mb

■Ink

•
•

.

M.

•

...

0

FUN & CLUB BADGES

•

0

ATTRACTIVE — ENGRAVED — iNEXPENSiVE

•

it

•

Our new catalog is ready
Why Don't You Send For Your Copy Today!
0

0

emeicAZ Wrialco, gnu;.

0
0

0

1127 BELMONT AVE. PUEBLO. COLORADO 810011
IS.

. IL.

1

Igh

IR

Mk

MI,

V.

III

IL

0

Ili

B

YOUR INQUIRIES ABOUT CONTRAS
have quadrupled during the past 6 months: good news
for square dancers!

DON'T FORGET, we have ...
1, A series of 11 contra records, graded in difficulty; great
music; flip sides prompted by Don Armstrong. $1.50 each
2. A dandy little book by Don Armstrong, clearly analyzing
the structure, dancing and prompting of contras, with
diagrams. 45c
3. A list of good contras, graded, various labels, free for a
stamped self-addressed envelope.
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LLOYD SHAW EUNDATION, INC.
P.O. Box 203, Colorado Springs, Colo. 80901

WYOMING, MICHIGAN RODEO

SQUARE DANCE
Sat. July 18, 8:30-11:30
GRAND VALLEY ARMORY
on 44 St. South West

Caller: KEN BOWER
Des Moines, Iowa
Visit the Wyoming Rodeo

July 17-18-19

'

24
.

C°440A

7

•

.2°C1 ATIO14 •

COMPLETE COURSE

SQUARE DANCE
FUNDAMENTALS & MOVEMENTS
by "Uncle Walt" Wentworth
All the basic figures, new movements and experimental
figures, from the very first Allemande Left to the very latest
ideas brought out up to 1970 are in this book. Leading
callers and dancers say it is the most complete book on
Square Dancing they have ever seen and that it should be
a MUST for all dancers and callers. 18 supplements have
been issued throughout the years to keep the book up to
date. Price including all 18 supplements, and with nearly
500 basics and movements completely explained and indexed, $5.00 postpaid. Fla. residents must arid 4% sales tax

EDNA WENTWORTH
5557 57th Avenue No., St. Petersburg, Fla. 33709
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that he and his
wife Dot "eat and sleep square dancing,"
which gives some idea of how involved they
are. Not satisfied with just the calling aspect
of the square dance activity Bob has delved
into many more as can be seen by reading on.
"Ramblin' " Bob took square dance lessons
in 1957 in Indianapolis and after he had
danced for a year he began to teach and call
there. He belonged to both the Indiana Callers
Assn. and the Indianapolis Callers Assn. in order
to keep up on whatever was going on in the
local world of square dancing.
In 1959 Bob moved to Knoxville, Tenn. He
also started traveling in the interests of square
dancing and attended most of the National
Conventions. He has traveled over much of the
northern, southern and eastern United States.
He was editor of the Smokey Mountain
Dancer for three years and in 1960 started Bob
and Dot's Western Store in Knoxville. He also
entered the record business with the Square
Tunes Record Company, on which label he
records.
When he is not sashaying about the countryside, Bob is a regular caller for the Knoxville
Square Dance Assn., sponsored by the City
Recreation Dept. His regular "home" club is
the Country Cousins Square Dance Club in
Dandridge, Tenn.
Bob has been on the staff of several popular
square dance institutes in the south and east
and has been guest caller for several festivals
and special dances.
It was his idea to start up the "all night"
dance in Oak Ridge, Tenn., which has become
an annual event.
Another event which came from the active
square dancer's imaginations of the Dubrees
is the Square Tunes Jubilee, held annually in
Gatlinburg, Tenn.
0 B DUBREE

WILL TELL YOU
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READ THIS BADGE ACROSS THE SET!

Outstanding engraved plastic badges
with raised cut-outs — Only $2.00
Plastic available in various colors.
Thin plastic for glue-ons MANY COLORS

CHARLES JONES
CHAIN

I

be spotlighted in this column will include some
who have danced an entire lifetime and contributed their time to the promotion of square
dancing. Perhaps it may appear a bit confusing then to turn the spotlight on a person who
has only attended one square dance in his
young lifetime. However, when that one exposure to square dancing focuses the attention
of millions on the popular pastime it would
appear that the spotlight has already been
focused in his direction.
This month we merely repeat the picture
many of you saw in your local newspapers
showing Britain's Prince Charles as he square
danced at the Y.M.C.A. in Auckland, New
Zealand. John Cooke, caller for the Auckland
Y.M.C.A. reports that on March 24th both
Prince Charles and Princess Anne joined with
over 600 dancers many of whom were being
introduced to our activity on this occasion.
Present at the event were representative
leaders and members of youth and young adult
organizations and their wholehearted, spontaneous enthusiasm made this royal square dance
one that will be remembered for a long time.
N COMING MONTHS THOSE Who Will
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Special Shape
or any State

$2.00
DESIGN BADGES $1.50
4(] $1.00

SUZY
JOHNSON

Name
Only
900

TOWN OR CLUB
ALL BADGES HAVE SAFETY CLASP PIN
WE PAY POSTAGE
Send for brochure ... FREE sample

BLUE ENGRAVERS
315 SEVENTH ST., SAN PEDRO, CALIF. 90733
5% Sales Tax on Calif. orders
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REFLECTIVE

Square Dance Figures

60(

Bumper Size
ONLY

6" SlZE851(

5 COLORS — RED, GREEN,
BLUE, GOLD & SILVER
At your dealers—or write

LOCAL SQUARE PRINTERS
976 Garnet, San Diego, Calif. 92109

CATALOG FOR

SQUARE DANCERS
Square Dance Dresses,
slippers, petticoats, belts
jewelry, ties, as well as
Western shirts, boots and
boots and clothing.
Send for our colorful
FREE 80-page catalog.

t

.

MILLER STOCKMAN
Box 5407, Dept. K61
Denver, Colorado 80217

ARMETA
The Original Fun Club Badges
Send for list

ARMETA, Dept. M
12505 N.E. Fremont St.
Portland, Oregon 97230

STOP
SLIPPERY
DANCE FLOOR
u S E

Si .0w DOV1V
By Velco

VELCO

MEANS SAFETY
NO DUST NO PARAFFIN

NO ABRASIVES
16 OZ. CAN SLO-DOWN
or
16 OZ. CAN SPEE-DUP
$2.15 (USA only)
$2.40 (in Canada)

Plus
Postage

DEALER INQUIRIES INVITED

I I
DANCE WITH SAFETY
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June 4-6-1Ith Ann. International S/ & R/D
Conven., Civic Center, Bismarck, No. Dak.
June 5-6—Square Dance Camp Out, Callahan's
Irish Acres, Crescent, Iowa.
June 5-6-5th Ann. Tennessee Square Up,
Civic Audit., Gatlinburg, Tenn.
June 5-6—Annual Lobster Festival S/ D,
Summerside, P.E.I., Canada.
June 11-13-9th Ann. Toronto International
S/ D Conven., Royal York Hotel, Toronto,
Ont., Can.
June 12-13-16th Colo. State S/D "Pikes Peak
Pow Wow," Harrison H.S., Colorado
Springs, Colo.
June 12-13-4th Ann. National Mountain-Style
S/ D Fest., Hoedown Island, Natural Bridge
State Park, Ky.
June 12-14-7th Ann. Idaho S/ & R/D
Festival, Western Idaho Fairgrounds,
Boise, Ida.
June 12-14-2nd Ann. Western Style S/ D
Festival, Hopewell Campground, near
Zanesville, Ohio.
June 12-15-11th Australian Natl. S/D Conven.,
Sydney, N.S.W., Australia
June I3—Dudes & Dolls 16th Ann. S/D
Sr. High Rec. Hall, Fayetteville, Ark.
June 13—Paws & Taws Rockport Centennial
Celebration S/D, Rockport, Texas.

SQUARE AND ROUND DANCE
RECORDS BY MAIL
• 18 Years Continued Service
•-24 Hour

n-

• 48 Hour Service on C.O.D. & Insured Mail
• All Orders Prepaid or C.O.D. Only
• Quantity Purchase Discounts

WRITE

Johnny Velotta Supply
118 So. Lake St.
Los Angeles, Calif. 90057

MASTER RECORD SERVICE
P.O. BOX 11174 • PHOENIX, ARIZONA 85017
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June 13-3rd Ann. 3-Generation Dance,
Community Bldg., Fgds., Hastings, Mich.
June 13—Annual "June Bug" Dance, Everett
H.S. Gym, Lansing, Mich.
June 13-3rd Ann. Frankenmuth S/D Festival,
Frankenmuth, Mich.
June 13—Hoedown Club Ann. June Bug S/D,
Everett H.S. Gym, Lansing, Mich.
June 13-2nd Annual Frontier Night S/D,
D.R.A. Hall, Victoria, B.C., Can.
June 13-14-3rd Ann. La Magnifique
Weekend, Capitol House, Baton Rouge, La.
June 14-20-3rd Annual Bavarian S/D
Holiday, Schnaitsee, Germany.
June 17-21—Annual Summer Festival, Lake
Park Pavillion, Camdenton, Mo.
June 19-20-14th Ann. Kon Yacht Kickers
Jamboree, Dreamland Ballroom, Conneaut
Lake Park, Pa.
June 19-21--Lac La Hache S/D Jamboree,
Lone Butte, B.C., Canada.
June 19-21—Pairs and Squares Camp Out,
House of David Colony Park, Benton
Harbor, Mich.
June 19-21-20th Ann. Washington S/D
Festival, Wenatchee, Wash.
June 19-21-4th Ann. Cup of Gold Promenade,
Sonora Fairgrounds, Sonora, Calif.
June 19-21—Minnesota SID Convention, Sibley
H.S., West St. Paul, Minn.
June 19-21—Ogden Area Callers Council
Workshop, Ogden, Utah.
June 20—Idaho Falls Promenaders jamboree,
Elks Lodge, Salmon, Ida.
June 20-21—Big Horn Basin Fed. Wyoming
Summer Fest., Junior H.S. Gym,
Riverton, Wyo.
June 20-7th Ann. Circle-N-Star Starlite Affair,
Fanshawe Park, London, Ont., Can.

NAME BADGES
Illinois

NAME ONLY, TOWN -7=
AND/OR CLUB

Residents —
add 5% sales tax.

Any state shape, with name and town $1.00 ea.
WRITE FOR A NEW FULL LIST OF
ACTIVITY BADGES AND NEW BROCHURES

We make and design any shape badge.
Enclose sketch and quantity of initial order
for our prices.
Write for brochure for full information

A TO Z ENGRAVING CO.
1150 Brown Ste, Wauconda, III. 60084

os;Nroe Icem&

PRESENTS

ROUNDANCE:

"WHO STOLE MY GAL"— SC 17
Choreographers:
Oscar & Fran Schwartz
Si-. Petersburg, Ha.

"BY THE NUMBERS"— SC 17
Choreographers:
Egel & Vivian Hetland
Santa Rosa, Calif,
Though dancing across the nation from each other, these
two couples have come up with two hits that are truly
complimentary to each, with music to match.

SINGING CALL:

"EIGHT MORE MILES TO LOUISVILLE"— SC 536
Caller: "Mac" McCullar

HOEDOWN:

"BEAUMONT RAG"/" 'OLE JOE"— SC 307
These two hoedowns designed for callers who like a fiddle
with a good strong bass.

RECENT RELEASE:

"I FEEL BETTER"— SC 534
"PUT YOUR ARMS AROUND ME"— SC 535
P.O. BOX 1448 - SAN LUIS OBISPO CA 93401

THE UNCRUSHABLES

STRETCH-SISSIES"

'1)
black
The sensational petticoat
white
that simply won't "go flat."
scarlet
More bounce to the ounce . . . pale blue
crispness not affected by washing.
pink
Custom-made in extra stiff, nonorchid
scratchy nylon marquisette.
maize
Adjustable waistband. Send waist size
aqua
and length (1" shorter than dress).
orange
Solid color $17.95*
Multicolor 524.95*.
nile
royal blue
kelly green
Beware imitations ... only these originals have
Promenade Petticoats
2554 Elden, Costa Mesa, Calif. 92627 Phone 646-4504
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the

100% nylon tricot with 14/20
yds. matching or multicolor
lace. Custom cut to body pattern .. . will keep shape and
stretch. Leg lengths: 4" $6.95*
6" $7.95* Knee length $8.95*
Order hip size.

Promenade label

*plus tax on Calif. orders.
Check or C.O.D. Ten day
money back guarantee. Add
handling: petticoats $1; sissy
pants
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NEW RELEASES
Tommy Stoye Calls
"AS TIME GOES BY"

Bob Page Calls
"7 LONELY DAYS"

MGR ':2068 Flip

MGR -"2069 Flip

Produced By Ralph Maxhimer
REQUECT
D EQU EST
QUARES
n OUNDS
"HONEY MIXER"
"DOMINIQUE MIXER"
TOMMY
STOVE

MGR ;5012
Choreography By
Pat & Louise Kimbley

June 20-1st Ann. Hampton Roads S/ & R/D
Fest., Hampton Roads Colis., Hampton, Va.
June 20-21-3rd Ann. Kalamazoo Area S/D
Fest., Hackett H.S., Kalamazoo, Mich.
June 23—Trail In Dance, Mike Solomon Pay.,
near Community Golf Course, Dayton, Ohio.
June 26—Nautical Wheelers 3rd Ann. S/D, Surf
Club, Madison, Conn.
June 26-27-18th Ann. Pensacola Council
S/ & R/D Fest., Audit., Pensacola, Fla.
July 2-4-3rd Annual Firecracker Int. Fest.,
Montreat, N.C.

Al Eblan

"POOR BOY"
MGR 52070 Flip
BOB
PAGE

July 3—Seaway Festival Square Dance, Walker
Sports Arena, Muskegon, Mich.
July 3-4—Circle 8 6th Ann. July Jubilee
Warren, Pa.
July 3-5— 4th Alaska Festival, Fairbanks,
Alaska.
July 10-11-5th Annual Lobster Jamboree S/D,
Summerside, P.E.I., Canada.
July 10-12-15th Annual Funstitute,
McCall, Idaho.
July 10-12—Calgary Stampede S/D Round Up,
Henry Wood H.S., Calgary, Alberta, Can.
TENTH ANNUAL

SEPT. 30, OCT. 1, 2, 3 & 4, 1970
AT THE SQUARE DANCE CAPITAL OF THE WORLD
Dick Jones

Frank Lane

All Dance Halls Are Air Conditioned
TRAIL DANCE — Wednesday, September 30, 8:00 P.M. Lincoln Jr. High School, 9th and Ferry Street.
AFTERPARTIES — Friday and Saturday.
HOUSING — For best results, get your reservations to our

Sam Mitchell

Max Forsyth

Registration Chairman early. Dancers making reservations
through our Chairman have best results.
CAMPING — Special camping area and area parks make for
perfect camping. Write for further information.
OKTOBERFEST — Bavarian festival complete with carnival,
beauty pageant, famous entertainers, folk dancing, beer and
bratwurst tents, teen tents and lots of square dancing.
SCENIC LOCALE — Coulee country beautiful for fishing on
the Mighty Mississippi, sightseeing, bus tours, hiking,
boating, etc.
GOLF — Special outing with Frank Lane Saturday.

DANCE SPONSORS — Happy Twirlers and the Greater La
Crosse Chamber of Commerce.
PRICE — All events $12 (4 dances, 2 afterparties and 2 Oktoberfest Buttons) otherwise $2.50 per couple per dance if
wearing Oktoberfest buttons, $3.50 per couple per dance
if not wearing Oktoberfest buttons.

WRITE:
1114 Wells Street

Don & Dora Elliot
Onalaska, Wis. 54650
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GR ENN
P.O. BOX 216
BATH, OHIO 44210

PLASTIC
SLEEVES
List Price 100 ea.

GRENN
"HEART BEATS" (waltz) by Frank and Iris Gilbert

NEWEST
ROUNDS

GR 14135

"KENTUCKY NIGHT" by Jack and Helen Todd
writen especially for the National

NEWEST
FLIP
SQUARE
14134
14133
14132
14131

GR 1 2 1 19

"BOTH SIDES OF LOVE" by Ron Schneider

RECENT ROUNDS
You Are Love/Skipping A Rainbow
Memphis Waltz/ Merry Widow
Waltz De-Lite/Hi Dolly
Duet in 3 '4 Time Town Tavern

12120
12118
12117
12116
12115

RECENT SQUARES
Wonderful Time—Johnston
Puttin' On The Style—Schneider
L.O.V.E.—Johnston
That Old Gang of Mine—Mitchell
Red Red Robin—Mitchell

TOP
NEWEST
FLIP
SQUARES

TOP 25210 "CASEY JONES" by Ray Bohn
Note: this is a limited basics fun dance done to an old favorite.

NEWEST
HOEDOWNS
25208
25206
25205
25200

TOP 25211 'COTTON PICKIN` "/ "TOOTER" instrumental only

RECENT SQUARES
"I Want A Girl"— Hartman
"Driftwood"— Blickenderfer
"Sing It With Me"— Bauer
"Round And Round"— Leger

NOTE
DECCA
"FOLSOM PRISON BLUES"— Peterman
"PEOPLE WILL SAY"— Hanson
available to dealers thru TWELGRENN.

GR 101 — RECORD AND MIKE CARRYING CASE . . . List Price $29.00

July 11-6th Ann. Sagebrush Jamboree,
Medora, So. Dak.
IN MEMORIAM
The world of square dancing will greatly
miss this friend who passed away earlier this
year:
Bob Pattillo
Atlanta, Georgia, January 31, 1970.
SQUARE DANCE VACATION
The Summer Swing Square Dance WeekEnd is scheduled for June 5-7 at Johnson's
Rustic Lodge on Houghton Lake at Prudenvine, Mich., with George Peterson, Ken Bower
and Ray and Bev Miller on the staff. Write
Peterson at 3057 Dick Rd., R.F.D. No. 3,
Ionia, Mich.
DANCE RATINGS—
ROUND AND SQUARE
The March, 1970, Buckeye Poll in Ohio put
Columbus Blues at the top of the round dance
heap, followed by Feelin,' Dreamland, Love is
for the Two of Us, Shenandoah Waltz, It Had
to be You, Sassy, Symphony, Lillie's Back and
Dream Awhile.
The Denver Area Square Dance Council is
taking a poll every other month to find out the
preferred dances of the dancers in the area.
About 45-50 clubs are represented with about
200 people in attendance. As of December,
1969, the top singing calls were Summer
Sounds, Your Time Hasn't Come Yet and Be
Glad. In February, 1970, Your Time went to
the front, with Summer Sounds and But for
Love following.
On April 1 the Square Dance Platter Parade
in Denver put I Left My Heart in San Francisco and Rainbow Girl in the lead.
On the east coast the Delaware Valley
Round Dance Teachers Assn. put Lillie's Back
in the first position and then One of Those

Songs, Feelin', with Sparkling Melody and
Voodoo Rhumba vying for fifth place.
QUICK QUOTES AND QUIPS
Square dancing of today is a perfect reflection of the American character at play.
— John Minton in Square Hi Lites (Ohio)
■
• •
In the Manitoba Square Dancer the letters
to the editor are called, "Squaremail."
• • •
In an ad for the Festival of Roses in St.
Louis in April, a quotable line, "Only crowded
square dances are really — FUN!"
CAMPING SCHEDULE
The Ravin' Square Chapter of the National
Square Dance Campers Assn. announces the
following schedule of dances:
June 19-21—Beechwood Family Campground,
Coatsville, Pa.
July 10-12—Old Cedars Campground,
Elmer, N.J.
July 23-26—Special — Bloomsburg Fairgrounds,
Bloomsburg, Pa.
Aug. 14-16—Red Ridge Campground, Zion, Pa.
Sept. 11-13—Echo Farms, Ocean View, N.J.
All area dancers are invited to come and
join in the fun.

(RECORDS, continued from page 40)
Comment: Large band hoedowns in the

smooth

style of the traditional hoedowns.

KANSAS CITY SPECIAL — Jay-Bar-Kay 105
Tempo: 132
Key: F
Music: The Rustlers — Guitars, Banjo, Trumpet,
Drums, Bass, Piano Accordion
,

SMOOTHIE, Flip side to Kansas City Special
Tempo: 124
Key: C
Music: The Rustlers — Piano, Guitars, Drums,

The Keys To Calling
By Don Bell and Bob Dawson
A hard-bound textbook written exclusively for beginning or experienced
callers and teachers. Complete course with home study lessons. Rated
"Excellent" by top leaders.

$7.95

Includes postage and handling—Canadians add current exchange
Floridians add 4% sales tax — Air mail postage and handling add $2.00
S-e-rrd- ch et k -or irron-ey coier -t-o-:

"THE KEYS TO CALLING" 1863 Alta Vista, Sarasota, Florida 33577
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New Flip Singing Call—New Artist

"JUST YOU AND ME"
Called By: Francis Zeller

HI
HAT

Hi Hat 392

"THE BEST ROUNDS ARE ON HI-HAT"

"CHEATIN' HEART"

"SILVER SLIPPERS"

By

By

Jack & Na Stapleton

Edna & Gene Arnfield

Records

FRANCIS ZELLER

Hi Hat 874

Trumpet, Accordion
Comment: Two lively instrumentals with a busy
but contemporary sound. "Smoothie" is quite
slow and is in a lower key but has good
swing.

SINGING CALLS
BATTLE CRY OF FREEDOM — Hi-Hat 390*
Key: E
Tempo: 126
Range: HD
Caller: Red Bates
LA
Synopsis: Complete call printed in Workshop.
Comment: An excellent recording of an old folk

tune done in a contemporary manner. Dance
is modern and uses "Hinge and Trade."
Rating: **H-

REAL TRUE LOVIN' — Jay-Bar-Kay 104
Key: C and D
Tempo: 124
Range: HB
Caller: Ken Anderson
LC
Synopsis: (Break) Ladies chain — ladies star —
do paso — men star right — allemande —
do sa do — promenade (Figure) Heads (sides)
promenade full around — sides (heads) square
thru — swing thru — boys run — wheel and
deal — allemande — do sa do — swing corner
— promenade.
Comment: Well played music and a well timed

A Treasure Chest of Dance Material
for CALLERS-TEACHERS
1148 DANCES
FROM The
1968 and 1969
Issues of Sets in Order
complete with Index

and DANCERS
Singing Calls,
Patter Calls,
Roundances,
Mixers,
DRILLS

from your
favorite dealer, or . .
write directly to Sets in Order and your copy will be mailed post paid.
SQUARE DANCING, 462 North Robertson Boulevard, 'Los Angeles,
California 90048
Californians Add 5% sales tax
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per
copy
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NEW! YOUR OWN CLUB STICKERS
FOR EITHER SIDE OF GLASS

Allow 2 weeks for delivery.

THESE ARE DECAL TYPE STICKERS
wet the decal and transfer to desired surface

MINIMUM ORDER 10
100 OR MORE 20c EACH
■
LESS THAN 100-25c EACH
The decal has a white background, the dancers and outside
lines are blue, the word square dance is red. The club name
and city and state is in regular gold leaf. These are the only
colors available at this time.
"Send for free catalogue on badges, stickers, accessories, etc."

The MAREX Co.

Box 371, Champaign, Illinois 61820

smooth dance routine. Tempo is slow and
callers will have to work to time out word
meter. Rating: **-4-

SWEET THING AND CISCO — Windsor 4938
Tempo: 124
Range• HD
Key: C and D
LC
Caller: Dick Hoffman
Synopsis: (Break) Circle — allemande — do sa do

Comment: Good danceable music. Call is very
wordy. Routine is fast moving and standard.
Rating:

*-*

YOUR CHEATIN' HEART — MacGregor 2064
Range: HA
Key: A Flat
Tempo: 121
Caller: Kenny McNabb
LA
Synopsis: (Break) Left allemande — forward two

— girls promenade inside — partner right -corner left — weave — do sa do — promenade
(Figure) Heads (sides) right and left thru —
cross trail
round one to a line -- slide thru —
right and left thru— pass thru — swing —
allemande — pass one — do sa do —
promenade.

— turn back three — turn back one— allemande
thar — boys back up — right hand star —
shoot star — turn thru — left allemande —
promenade — (Figure) Four ladies three
quarters chain — heads (sides) square thru
four hands — swing thru — boys trade —
turn thru — swing corner — promenade.

MONEY-MAKING OPPORTUNITY FOR RECORD DEALERS
You can become part of the booming square dance industry. Earn
big profits selling square and round dance records in your area.
The specialist record distributors listed below will set you up in
business if you can qualify. They carry all square and round dance
labels and books and can offer fast efficient service. If you are
already a dealer in square dance accessories and clothing, here's
your chance to add to your volume profitably. Contact distributor
nearest you for complete details. No obligation.

WRITE TODAY TO DISTRIBUTOR NEAREST YOU
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ARIZONA

MISSOURI

TEXAS

OLD TIMER DISTRIBUTORS
708 E. Weldon, Phoenix 85014

WEBSTER RECORD DISTRIBUTORS
124 W. Lockwood, St. Louis 63119

MERBACH RECORD SALES
323 W. 14th St., Houston 77008

CALIFORNIA

NEW JERSEY

UTAH

CORSAIR-CONTINENTAL CORP.
5528 N. Rosemead, Temple City 91780

DANCE RECORD DISTRIBUTORS
1161 Broad St., Newark 07114

VERN YATES DISTRIBUTORS
436 E. 4th So., Salt Lake City 84 1 1 1

MICHIGAN

OHIO

WASHINGTON

SCOTT COLBURN SADDLERY
33305 Grand Rlver, Farmington 43024

TWELGRENN ENTERPRISES
r.v. Du)", 10, bait! 444
1-1
r'

r
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WESTERN DANCE DISTRIBUTORS
12301/2 Westlake Ave. N., Seattle 98109
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THE FASTEST RECORD SERVICE
IN THE WEST
ALSO!

You can listen to all the latest record releases
in the comfort of your own living room, you can hear a portion of every
New Record Release each month. $2.50 will bring you our tape and
information on how you can continue this service FREE OF CHARGE
every month. Tapes are at 334 Speed— Reel to Reel, or "Cassette."

No4ettian Pance Sapp/lei
, 3600 33rd AVENUE • SACRAMENTO, CALIFORNIA 95824 • Phone (916) 421-1518
941
Comment: Music is good and the dance is
standard and well metered. Although played
with good swing the tempo is slow.
Rating: **-}-

THE GOLDEN ROCKET — Folkraft 201
Key: E
Tempo: 122
Range: HD
Caller: Cal Golden
LE
Synopsis: (Break) Four ladies three quarters chain
— join hands circle left — allemande left —
allemande thar — men back up right hand
star — shoot star full around — slip clutch —
left allemande — promenade (Figure) Heads
(sides) promenade half way — down middle
right and left thru
star thru — pass thru

swing thru — boys run right — couples
circulate — wheel and deal — dive thru —
square thru three quarters— swing corner —
promenade.
Comment: A large band recorded in Europe.
Tempo is slow and has the sound of the more
traditional music. Dance is quite standard.
Rating:

I FEEL BETTER — Scope 534
Key: G
Tempo: 126
Range: HC
Caller: Bob Cone
LD
Synopsis: (Break) Ladies chain — circle —
allemande — allemande thar — shoot the star
— turn thru — allemande — swing —

ATTENTION ROUND DANCERS
(Now Available)

"Frenchy Brown"

"Birth of the Blues"

(A&M)

(Decca)

and other "pop" label rounds $1.00 each

The "Golden Sound" Is on Folkraft

CAL GOLDEN'S LATEST RECORDING

FK 203 ARKANSAS STATE LINE
NEW HOEDOWN
FK 204 NEW ENGLAND BREAKDOWN
—

WAKE UP SUSIE
1159 BROAD STREET, NEWARK, N. J. 07114
Phone: (201) 622-0024
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1:19Eith BEIthERS
Stores handling square dance records and
books anywhere in the world are listed in
these pages. For information regarding these
special listings write SQUARE DANCING
Advertising. 462 North Robertson Blvd., Los
Angeles, California 90048. Our Telephone:
(213) 652-7434. Attention: Marvin Franzen.

* ARIZONA
CLAY'S BARN
P.O. Box 1863, Sierra Vista 85635

* CALIFORNIA

MODERN RADIO
424 Valencia St., San Francisco 94114

promenade — (Figure) Heads (sides) do sa do
— star thru — pass thru — swing thru — boys
trade — box the gnat — right and left thru —
dive thru — pass thru — swing — allemande —
weave — promenade.
Comment: Danceable music and a standard dance
routine.
Rating:

DRIFTWOOD — Top 25206
Key: E Flat
Tempo: 131
Range: HC
Caller: Reath Blickenderfer
LE
Synopsis: (Break) Walk around corner — left hand
turn own — four ladies chain straight across —
rollaway — circle to left — rollaway — weave
ring — do sa do — swing — promenade
(Figure) Heads (sides) right and left thru —
heads promenade half — square thru four
hands — do sa do corner — ocean wave —
circulate twice around — swing — promenade.
Comment: Well played music at rather fast
tempo. Routine is standard and well metered.
Rating: **-1-

PHIL MARON'S FOLK SHOP
1531 Clay Street, Oakland 94612
NANCY SEELEY'S RECORDS FOR DANCING
706-B Nimitz, China Lake 93555
ROBERTSON DANCE SUPPLIES
3600 — 33rd Avenue, Sacramento 95824

* CANADA
DANCE CRAFT
424 Brentwood, Burnaby, B.C.

GERRY HAWLEY RECORDS
34 Norman Crescent, Saskatoon, Sask.
THE SQUARE DANCE POST
833 Stafford Dr., Lethbridge, Alberta

* COLORADO
S. D. RECORD ROUNDUP
8575 W. Colfax, Denver 80215

* GEORGIA
RECORD CENTER
2581 Piedmont Rd. N.E. Atlanta 30324

* ILLINOIS
ANDY'S RECORD CENTER
1614 N. Pulaski Road, Chicago 60639
DELUXE MUSIC SQUARE DANCE SHOP
4063 Milwaukee, Chicago 60641

1 * INDIANA
RANCH RECORDS
6411 Rodenbeck Dr., Fort Wayne 46805
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I LEFT MY HEART IN SAN FRANCISCO —
Bogan 1226
Key: G
Tempo: 121
Range: HD
Caller: Jerry Thole
LA
Synopsis: (Break) Allemande corner — alamo
style — balance — swing thru — balance
three — swing thru — turn thru — left
allemande — weave ring — do sa do —
promenade (Figure) Head (side) couples square
thru four hands — do sa do corner — swing
thru — spin the top — right and left thru —
square thru three quarters — swing corner —
swing own — promenade.
Comment: A slow tempo and smooth dance to a
tune that will interest callers who are good
singers. Tune has quite wide voice range.
Rating: *

RAINBOW GIRL — Blue Star 1867*
Caller: Marshall Flippo

Range: HC
LC
Synopsis: Complete dance printed in Workshop.
Comment: A good smooth tune and a standard
routine that offers a caller a chance to show
off his singing ability.
Rating: **HSPINNING WHEELS — Hi-Hat 391
Key: E
Range: HA
Tempo: 126
LE
Caller: Lee Schmidt
Synopsis: (Break) Four ladies chain three quarters
— circle left — whirlaway — circle — allemande
left corner — do sa do — bow — weave —
do sa do — promenade (Figure) Heads (sides)
Square thru four hands — do sa do — swing
thru — men run right — wheel and deal —
eight chain four — swing corner — allemande
left — do sa do — promenade.
Comment: A contemporary tune done in fourfour shuffle rhythm and a good moving dance.
Rating: **H-

WONDERFUL TIME — Grenn 12120
Range: HD
Key: E Flat
Tempo: 133
LE
Caller: Earl Johnston
Synopsis: (Break) Allemande — do sa do own —
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It's all your fault
You wouldn't let us forget
this
valuable
roundance
book
so ...
we've asked
FRANK HAMILTON
to up-date it

Teachers
Club Committees
Dancers
Frank
(revised edition)

to 1970.
A LIMITED TIME LOW PRE-PUBLICATION OFFER
Very soon Frank Hamilton's Roundance Manual will go to the printers. Once it is published
the regular price will be $3.50 per copy. If you order your copy now, on this special post card
provided, and if your post card is dated prior to June 30, 1970, your copy will cost you only
$3.00 and we'll bill you for it. Or, for further savings, fill out the card and enclose it with your
check for $2.50 and your book will be sent to you postpaid as soon as it has been printed
(probably about July 15, 1970). NOTE: This 120 page volume should not be confused with
Frank Hamilton's 48 page "American Roundancing" that sells for $1.50.

The "Roundance Manual" for Callers, Teachers, Club Committees and Dancers, by
Frank Hamilton, is the most complete text on this specialized subject available today.
For years, teachers, callers and leaders had depended upon its earlier editions for
guidance in presenting this phase of the dance activity. Virtually everything is covered, from the business side of round dancing to programming, to leadership, body
mechanics, selection of material, etc. A complete glossary of easy-to-understand
round dance terms is also included and so is a list of all time favorite waltzes and
two-steps. No one who enjoys round dancing will want to be without his copy of the
Roundance Manual. The 1970 revision is up-to-the-minute in every respect.

You may order from your dealer or (to take advantage of the pre-publication offer) write directly to:

The Sets in Order AMERICAN SQUARE DANCE SOCIETY
462 North Robertson Boulevard, Los Angeles, California 90048

13BEAli ElE•ALERS
* KANSAS
BETTY'S CALLER SUPPLY
1020 W. MacArthur Rd., Wichita 67216

* KENTUCKY
NA( n 1 tt<N

1-1K

SHOP

3111 South 4th St., Louisville 40214

* LOUISIANA
DANCE-RANCH
Carrollton Shopping Center,
New Orleans 70118

* MASSACHUSETTS

PROMENADE SHOP
Square Acres, Rte. 106,
East Bridgewater 02333

SUE'S SPECIALTY SHOP
S. Main Street, Topsfield 01983

* MICHIGAN
B Bar B WESTERN SUPPLY
315 Main Street, Rochester 48063
CROSS TRAIL RECORD SERVICE
12130 Center Road, Bath 48808
SCOTT COLBURN SADDLERY
33305 Grand River, Farmington 48024

* MINNESOTA

"AL" JOHNSON RECORDS
4148 10th Ave. S, Minneapolis 55407

HOW I'M LOVING YOU — Windsor 4939*
Key: E Flat
Tempo: 127
Range: HC
Caller: John Butler
LE
Synopsis; Complete call printed in Workshop.
Comment: Excellent music and a fast moving
standard dance routine.
Rating; **HCOLORADO Kalox 1102
Key: E Flat and F
Tempo: 126
Range: HD
Caller: Vaughn Parrish
LB
Synopsis; (Break) Grand square — ladies back to
back — men promenade — do paso —
promenade (Figure) Heads (sides) lead right
.
•—•
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- allemande — do sa do — promenade.
Comment: A good dance for callers who want
to show off their singing ability and use
of excellent lyrics.
Rating: **~l-

THAT'S A NO NO — Lore 1115
Key: F
Range: HC
Tempo: 126
LE
Caller: Johnny Creel
Synopsis: (Break) Circle — allemande — do sa do
— men star right — allemande — weave —
do sa do — promenade (Figure) Heads (sides)
square thru — do sa do — swing thru —
boys run — wheel and deal — right and left
thru — dive thru — square thru three quarters
— swing corner — promenade.
Comment: Danceable music and a fast moving
Rating:
standard routine.

OF MY MIND — Blue Star 1866
MORNING OF
Range: HC
Tempo: 126
Key: C

* MISSOURI

DO-SAL SHOPPE
1103 S. Crysler St., Independence 64052

LC
Caller: Bob Fisk
Synopsis: (Break) Circle — allemande — do sa do
-- men star right -- allemande — weave —
MODERN ALBUMS FOR SCHOOLS

* NEW JERSEY
DANCE RECORD CENTER
1159 Broad Street, Newark 07114

* NEW YORK
BERLINER MUSIC SHOP
154 4th Ave., New York 10003
BOB MASON
Box 205, Almond 14804

More Dealers Follow
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men star left once around — at home box the
gnat — ladies left hand star — do sa do own —
left allemande — swing — promenade (Figure)
Four ladies chain — heads square thru four
hands — do sa do corner — right and left
thru — dive thru — square thru three hands —
corner swing — promenade.
Comment: A good tune and a fast tempo
instrumental. Dance is standard and fast
moving. Range of recording is slightly higher
than average but most callers should handle
it easily.
Rating: tth+

"THE FUNDAMENTALS OF SQUARE DANCING"
LP 6001, Level 1 LP 6002, Level 2
LP 6003, Level 3
(created by Bob Ruff and Jack Murtha)
Sets In Order Label
Excellent for schools, church and youth groups, or

home practice. These long play albums contain 66
movements of the Basic Program of Square Dancing.
Each is complete with lesson plans, pictures, and description of all moves. Send for descriptive literature.
$5.95 each. (Calif. add 5% sales tax).

RnR RUFF R459 Edmnrii Avpnlip
Whittier, Calif. 90605
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do sa do — promenade (Figure) Heads (sides)
square thru — right hand star — heads (sides)
left hand star -- corner swing thru — boys
trade — turn thru — allemande — promenade.
Comment: Interesting music and a smooth
flowing standard dance routine. Callers will
have to practice a bit before using but good
singers should enjoy it.
Rating: ** -{-

WAITING FOR THE SUNRISE — Jay-Bar-Kay 103
Range: HC
Tempo: 128
Key: A Flat
LA
Caller: John Hendron
Synopsis: (Break) Ladies chain — circle —
rollaway — circle — allemande — allemande
thar — slip the clutch — allemande —
promenade (Figure) Head ladies chain — heads
square thru — right and left thru — dive thru
— do sa do — swing thru — turn thru —
allemande — pass one — swing — promenade.
Comment: A good dance and well played music.
The tune has wide voice range and callers will
have to adjust word meter to suit the music.
Rating: **-k

JOHN HENRY — Top 25207*
Range: HC
Tempo: 134
Key: C
LC
Caller: Ray Bohn
Synopsis: Complete call printed in Workshop.
Comment: Good music and a fast tempo but
very easy dance routine. Callers working with
novice dancers will find use for this.
Rating: **+

THE SUN IS SHINING — MacGregor 2063
Range: HD
Tempo: 117
Key: G and F
LA
Caller: Stu Robertson
Synopsis: (Break) Ladies chain — rollaway —
circle — do sa do — pass one — swing —
men star left — do sa do — allemande —

CURRENT BEST SELLERS
Fifty dealers and distributors of Square
and Round Dance records in key cities
throughout the United States and Canada
were canvassed to find out just what records
were selling in their individual area. The
following lists were made up from results
of that survey as tabulated in mid-May.

bElEith DEALERS
* OHIO
DART WESTERN SHOPPE
187 Goodyear Blvd., Akron 44305

F & S WESTERN SHOP
1557 Western Avenue, Toledo 43609

* OREGON
GATEWAY RECORD SHOP
10013 N.E. Wasco Ave., Portland 97216

* PENNSYLVANIA
PETRELLA'S RECORD SHOP
2014 W. Darby Rd., Havertown 19083
RANCHLAND RECORD SHOP
R.D. 3, Mechanicsburg 17055

RAY WARD RECORD SERVICE
17 So. 1st St., Bradford 16701

* SOUTH DAKOTA
SCHLEUNING'S RECORD SERVICE
Route 2, Box 15, Rapid City 57701

* TEXAS
CEE VEE SQUARE DANCE SHOP
114 S. Western, Amarillo 79106

EDDIE'S & BOBBIE'S RECORD SHOP
8724 Tonawanda, Dallas 75217

* WASHINGTON
AQUA RECORD SHOP
12301/2 Westlake Ave. N., Seattle 98109
DECKER'S RECORDS
E. 12425 Trent Ave., Spokane 99206
KAPPIE'S RECORD KORRAL
10400 Renton Ave. So., Seattle 98178

SINGING CALLS
That's A No No
Your Time Hasn't
Come Yet
Try A Little Kindness
Rainbow Girl
Rain -toreke.ctp

Windsor 4937
Wagon Wheel 602
Hi-Hat 386
Blue Star 1867
Jay oar Kay 107

ROUND DANCES
!Allies Back
Powder Your Face
April
Shenandoah Waltz
Dreamland

SQUARE DANCING, June, '70

Hi-Hat 868
Grenn 14125
Hi-Hat 872
Belco 235
Grenn 14124

STORES handling square dance records are welcome to write Sets in Order for information
regarding a listing on these pages.

tJuP

NEW RELEASES
ST-123
"TRUCK DRIVING CAT"

ST-124
"DON'T THINK TWICE"

Called By: Bob Dubree

Called By: Danny Robinson

(CALLERS! YOU CAN BE SURE WITH SQUARE TUNES)
BOB
DUBREE

VISIT OUR BOOTH AT THE
NATIONAL CONVENTION

MUSIC CITY ROUNDUP
OCT. 31, 1970

DANNY
ROBINSON

Sheraton Motor Inn, Nashville, Tenn.
Callers:
Bob Dubree & Don (Red Boots) Williamson

RECORDS

% i144 3435 MAGNOLIA, KNOXVILLE, TENNESSEE 37914

right and left grand — promenade (Figure)
Heads (sides) promenade halfway — star thru
— pass thru — split two make a line — box
the gnat — pull by — bend the line — right
and left thru — slide thru — corner swing —
allemande — promenade.
Comment: Very slow tempo and a busy and
wordy dance. Music is well recorded.
Rating: **
EARLY IN THE MORNING — Windsor 4940
Range: HC
Key: D
Tempo: 131
LA
Caller: Bill Martin
Synopsis (Break) Circle — reverse single file —
men backtrack — allemande — weave —
do sa do — allemande — promenade (Figure)
Heads (sides) slide thru — do sa do — square

Meg,

.
ini

VERY VERY FULL
SHOW OFF THE BEAUTY OF
YOUR BOUFFANT SKIRTS
TRIPLE TIERED PETTICOAT
ALL BOTTOMS BOUND
Nylon Lace over two nylon net underskirt
White/White Binding
White/Multi-Color Binding
Black/Black Binding
Cornflower Blue/Blue Binding
Hot Pink/Pink Binding
Soft Pink/Soft Pink Binding
Orange/Orange Binding
Yellow/Yellow Binding
Turquoise/ Turquoise Binding
Red/Red Binding
Mint/Mint Binding
Orchid/Orchid Binding
NEW . . . Rainbow Colored over two
white nylon net underskirts. Vivid
multi-colored binding on all skirts
NEW .. Silver Lurex Lace over two
white nylon net underskirts
$9.95
Gold Lurex Lace over two
eel
flff
white nylon net underskie
ipsi•oot
-

thru three quarters — split two line of four —
box the gnat — cross trail — allemande —
do sa do — promenade.
Comment: A fast moving dance to well played
music. A standard routine and call is quite
wordy and the tune has wide voice range.
Rating: **

(LETTERS, continued from page 3)
popularity by leaps and bounds. Only about
three clubs refrain from having rounds between
squares.
We have had many visitors from the States
and Canada to En gland and Owen and I feel
very pleased to have been able to either take

Everything for the Square Dancer

$695

Order by Mail
Add 60c for handling
(Please send for our
Free Catalog)
Petite-Small, Small, Medium,
Large, X-Large and Tall-Large
(Please give height, waist and hip
measurements)

Meg &aim119 Allen Street, Hampden, Mass. 01036
56
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1
Recordings On Folkraft Records
Or Heavenly In 70
A New Dimension In Square Dance Recordings
Music By Europe's Golden String Orchestra
Twelve Of Europe's Finest Musicians

Recorded In Frankfurt Germany
New Singing Calls
FK 201 - The Golden Rocket
FK 203 - Arkansas State Line
Flip Side With Calls
By Cal Golden

Hoedowns Fit For A King
FK 202 - Up Town
Wooden Indian
FK 204 - Wake Up Susie
1150 Broad Street
New England Breakdown
Newark, New Jersey 07114

Cal's New Souvenir Album Recorded Live In The Bavarian Alps

THI GOLDIN R
STEEL GUITAR

ALABAMA Alit
ARK NSAS STATE
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SHARON AND CAL

Cal will be on tour in the following states
October 1970 - California, Nevada
November 1970 - Oklahoma, New Mexico, Arizona
December 1970 - Arkansas, Texas, Louisiana
All other states 1971
For open dates and rates write SHARON GOLDEN 217 LEEPER STREET
HOT SPRINGS ARKANSAS 71901

CAL GOLDEN THE SQUARE DANCE CALLER WITH THE GOLDEN VOICE

THE

WESTERN POLYESTER
SHIRTS—NO IRON!
Plain Colors—White—Blue—Tan—Gold—Mint

$9.98

(Add $1.00 postage)

Also stripes and tweeds In Tan and Blue
Sixes 14 thru 18 Sleeves 32-36
$9.98 (Add $1.00 postage)

.40414

TUE. AND THUR.
11-7
WED. & FRI.
`TR 9:30
SAT. 11-6
OP
STRETCH PANTS
$6.50
Medium Length Cotton
$6.98
Longer Length Cotton
White-Black-Red-Pink-Blue-Yellow

Orchid-Hot Pink-Orange
Leather Triangular Badge Holders to snap
Sm-Med-Lg-XLg
(HAVE MOBILE STORE
on Shirt Pocket — White, Black, Brown.
Add 50c postage
WILL TRAVEL)
35c each, Postpaid.
Heavy Leather Towel Holders — Black,
White, Brown. $1.25 postpaid.

Ruth E. deTurk
Reuel A. deTurk
1606 Hopmeadow St., Simsbury, Conn. 06070 • Phone (203) 658-9417

them or direct them to a square dance during
their brief visits. We extend a hearty welcome
to any visiting dancers. Information can be
obtained through Square Dancing, Overseas
Dancer CROWD or Roundancer Magazine.
We will be in Ontario, Canada, during June
6-20 and would appreciate hearing from
friends in the area so that we may see them.
Fred Manning
London, England
Dear Editor:
We would like to commend the Hagerstown,

Md. Dixie Squarenaders; the Cumberland, Md.
square dancers, Allegheny Promenaders, Belles
'n' Beaux; the Salisbury, Pa. Maple Twirlers
and their caller Al Swinabart and the Front
Royal Riverboat Ramblers, for the kindness
and generosity they displayed in the many
useful gifts, Green Stamps and money we
were showered with when our house burned
to the ground on December 1st.
It has been a shattering experience but
knowing that we had friends who were so concerned has softened the blow a great deal.

fits perfect ...feels wonderful!
Hinote Creations are designed
for your dancing comfort.
Made of fine kid leather, they
are available in styles and
colors to match or contrast
your square dance dresses.
Hinotes are the most comfortable square dance shoe, and
are sized to fit your foot.
Try them, you'll enjoy them.
WRITE FOR A
FREE CATALOG

The Festivals 100
Available in colors, $5.95
Gold or Silver, $9.95
"le

w

w

The Promenade Pump
Available in colors, $6.95
Gold or Silver, $9.95

When ordering, draw your right foot on white paper
include style, color (ine. 500 for hanAling
3261 Flushing Road / Flint, Michigan 48504
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NEWCOMB P. A. SYSTEMS for Every Purpose
CAN BE PURCHASED WITHOUT A DOWN PAYMENT, WITH APPROVED CREDIT
Write for Brochure
and
Select Your Choice

SENSA-MIKE SENSA-TUNER
"WIRELESS MIKE OF THE SPACE AGE"

TERMS
for
Your Convenience
USED

P.A. SYSTEMS
AVAILABLE

TR 1640M-HF2

SM-2

SM-3

All Prices
F.O.B. Houston

$569.00

$284.95
MIKE COZY
$5.95 Holds and protects
any microphone up to
101/2 inches long.
Plus 20 feet of cable.
Multiple seams finished

with vinyl welt.
Durable, heavygauge Naugahyde
exterior.

VOLUME CONTROL

$494.00

Up-date your equipment with this UPDATED SENSA-MIKEThe SENSA-TUNER is greatly improved over the Transatuner and includes built-in telescoping whip antenna—red
light turns on to indicate mike is transmitting. Screw down
lock will hold fine tune dial in place even when moving or
storing tuner.
Every instrument guaranteed to perform as advertised and
covered by full factory warranty. With the introduction of
the new line comes a choice of 2 SENSA-MIKES;
The popular SM-2, for ordinary P.A. use in hand held or
lavalier operation—ORThe more powerful, more rugged SM3-700—the ball type
you see widely used on live television shows--it is
recommended for close mouth and heavy blast work
as in square dance calling—you can literally "eat" the
mike without distortion)

To use with EV Microphone and Newcomb PA Systems.
$25.00
25-40-56 and 80 Watt.

Write us for free illustrated brochure

LATEST RELEASES on these OUTSTANDING LABELS
BLUE STAR

BOGAN

1873 — Hometown Sweetheart
Caller: Marshall Flippo, Flip Inst.

1229 — Across The Alley From The
Alamo
Caller: Chuck Bryant, Flip Inst.

1872 — Sissy Britches — Key of D
Petty Pants
Key of G
(Hoedowns)
—

1871 — Petunia
Caller: Bob Fisk, Flip Inst.
1870 — Good Morning
Caller: Marshall Hippo, Flip Inst.

1869

—

Cripple Creek/Birds

—

Key of A

(Hoedowns)

1868 — Louisiana Swing
Caller: Marshall Flippo,
Flip Inst.

1867

—

Rainbow Girl
Caller: Marshall Flippo,
Flip Inst.

1666 — Morning Of My Mind
Caller: Bob Fisk, Flip Inst.
LP-1017 — Both Sides of Jerry Helt
Mild Side and Wild Side
and Brother!
1865 — Sugar Time
Caller: John Johnston;Flip Inst.
1864
People Like You
Caller: Al Brundage, Flip Inst.
—

1228

—

LORE
1117 —

Swing Her If She'll Let Me
Caller: Johnny Creel, Flip Inst.

1116

Swing Low Sweet Chariot
Caller: Jack Cloe, Flip Inst.

—

Glory Hallelujah
Caller: Keith Thompson,
Flip Inst.

1227 — Tiger Woman
Caller: Chuck Bryant, Flip Inst.

ROCKIN' "A"
1347 — Deed I Do
Caller: J. P. Jett, Flip Inst.
1346 — Swinging Around
Caller: Mal Minshall, Flip Inst.
1345 — Crying
Caller: Roger Hopper, Flip Inst.

MUSTANG
125 — Lucky Stars
Caller: Henry Hayes, Flip Inst.

1115

—

That's A No No
Caller: Johnny Creel, Flip Inst.

1114 — Charleston Gal
Caller: Bob Augustin, Flip Inst.

1113 — After You've Gone
Caller: Don Whitaker, Flip Inst.

1112 — Truck Stop
Caller: Don Whitaker, Flip Inst.

SWINGING SQUARE
2350 — You Are My Sunshine
Caller: Harry Tucciarone, Jr.,
Flip Inst.

2349 — I Won't Go Hunting
With You Jake
Caller: Bill Saunders, Flip Inst.

124 — The One You Love
Caller: Billy Brooks, Flip Inst.

2348 — Normally Norma Loves Me
Callpr. Fd Frairipribliro, Hip Inct.

123 — Don't Swing Me
Caller: Henry Hayes, Flip Inst.

2347 — Spanish Two Step Square
Caller: Cal Brazier, Flip Inst.

We carry all square and round dance labels — Write us if your dealer cannot supply you.

MERRBACH RECORD SERVICE, 323 W. 14th St., Houston, Tex. 77008

Phone (713) 862-7077

BANFF, ALBERTA, CANADA
IN THE BEAUTIFUL CANADIAN ROCKIES
Plan your SQUARE DANCE VACATION at the
BEAUTIFUL BANFF SCHOOL OF FINE ARTS,
Banff, Alberta, Canada — June 20-26, 1971.
Dance to the calling of the finest Callers
available in the U.S.A. the Faculty has not
been confirmed at this date, but the very best
will be guaranteed.
For brochures write to: G. Stuart
609 Crescent Blvd.
Calgary, Alberta, Can.

When disaster strikes it is well to be a square
dancer. Square dance friends are wonderful!
John and Dot Boyer
Riverton, Va.
Dear Editor:
After reading about "Red Hot" in the Style
Lab of your February issue, I want to throw
in a third variation of the figure that I learned
when I joined the Calico and Boots Club at
the University of Colorado in 1953.
From the Promenade position everyone
throws their hands up in the air while the

NEW FUN BADGES!
70Atiret Rrve

eisorMalp2a3\

'

PHYLLIS VAN RECK
1V1 ANA

(!h a t if t

4ff

PM RUIEY
SAI MMA WAH

CALLERS REVENGE
CAMPER DANCER
STAGE COACH
(Our hot new 50-mile trip badge)
WRITE FOR OTHERS
ALSO NAME BADGES FOR CLUBS
FAST SERVICE!

99-A Wilcox Ave.

BEACON BADGE CO. Pawtucket, R. 1.02800
ladies do a right face turn or twirl and move
right in to the right hand turn with the gent
behind. This style, when done with the "hands
up, elbow-to-elbow" turning style that was
used by the club, is a very comfortable way
to do the figure.
W. Harry Probert
Whittier, Calif.
Dear Editor:
We thank you very much for the good books
you sent us. They will be very useful for us in
the future. From this day we want to be a

CALLERS-WRITE YOUR OWN FIGURES!!!
SET-UP awe G ET-OUT
(ZERO MOVEMENTS and EQUIVALENTS)

MANUAL
(BY WILL ORLICH)
A TECHNICAL BREAKDOWN OF S/D CHOREOGRAPHY USING THE
BITS AND PIECES NEEDED TO PUT TOGETHER DANCEABLE FIGURES FOR USE BY THE BEGINNING, INTERMEDIATE OR ADVANCED
nu I in nit! i rri

c•

—
WILL ORLICH
ORDER FROM:

BAYSHORE GARDENS, P.O. BOX 8577
BRADENTON, FLORDIA 33505

60

$6.00 POSTPAID
OR Pick up copy at the
Louisville National S/D Convention
"Caller's Haven" Booth
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NEW RELEASES
Phil Adams Calling:

JK 109 -"WE'RE GONNA GET TOGETHER"
John Hendron Calling:

JK 110 -"ENOUGH TO GO AROUND"
JOHN
HENDRON

KEN
ANDERSON

RECORDS
BOX 54
NEWTONVILLE
NEW YORK 12128

THE SOUND WITH

THE SOLID BEAT

AT YOUR DEALERS . .. NOW
JK 106—"Harper Valley PTA"—
(John)

JK 101—"Angry"—(Ken)
JK 102—"Powder Your Face"
(John)
JK 103—"World is Waiting for
the Sunrise"—(John)
JK 104—"Real True Lovin` "—
(Ken)

KIP
GARVEY

JK 107 "Rain Drops Keep
Fallin' "—(Ken)
JK 108—"When My Baby Smiles
at Me"—(Kip)

JK 105—"K.C. Special/Smoothie
(Hoedown)

DEALERS UNABLE TO OBTAIN RECORDS/MAIL DIRECT

PHIL
ADAMS

JAY-BAR-KAY
offers

ALL

PILGRIM
RECORDS MO
BOX 54
NEWTONVILLE
NEW YORK 12128

NEW

PIL-1001
"TENNESSEE BIRD WALK"
Called by: Arnie Kanash
The Rustlers
ARNIE
KANASH

PIL-1002
"HEARTACHES BY THE NUMBER"
Called by: Don Hanhurst
AT YOUR DEALER NOW

PRODUCED BY JAY-BAR-KAY RECORDS

DON
HANHURST

We make ONE thing
But GOOD!
THE FINEST QUALITY, POPULAR PRICED
SQUARE DANCE SHOE IN ALL AMERICA.
MADE OF SOFT, LIGHT, FLEXIBLE
CHOICE LEATHER.

Gordon's PROMENADE Shoe
"COMPLETE SQUARE DANCE OUTFITTERS"
C
-litorE

ORDER
EARLY
FOR
PROMPT
DELIVERY
• The only shoe of its kind in
all widths A-B-C-D-E-EE-EEE
• Cushion insoles
• Good Look'n —Smartly
Styled —Trim Neat—
Eye catching design
• Popular priced —

$14.95

GORDON BROTHERS
2488 Palm Ave.
Hialeah, Florida

• We pay postage anywhere.

P.O. Box 841—ZIP 33011

RECORDS
"THE RECORD DESIGNED . . . WITH THE CALLER IN MIND"

NEW RELEASE
WW #118

"REI FASF MF"
By Don Franklin
and The Wagon Masters

member of the Square Dance Association and
we want to receive your magazine each month.
We will be happy to know all about square
dancing in the world.
We thank you very much for your help. We
have received records from California and will
receive others from Folkraft—Europe.
If you can, we would like to have some
contacts with other American square dancers
groups in the States or in Europe. In Europe
we will have more dancers to meet and have
some good times together. We would like to
know what kind of dances we are able to dance
and receive some advices.
We would be happy to know that we can
belong to the big family of the square dancers
in the world.
Mlle. Nlarie J. Martin
23 rue Pol Bocelhaut
55 Verdun, France
Dear Editor:
In one of the issues of last year you printed
a letter from Carrie Hirt here in New Zealand
and it included a reference to a dance club I
was running for some 150 children from a
multi-racial community. The item was read by
Wes and Marg Houchin, keen squarers from
Bowden, Alberta, Canada, who came to this
country for a holiday and 'phoned me up. They
came to the school where my wife and I work
and attended our dance . . .
Next year my wife and I are coming to
the States and Canada and hope to get in a
Square Dance School to pick up all the experts
can teach us. We sail for England on the last
day of this year and will be in Europe for a
year. We intend to spend two months on your
side of the world and want to take a look at
Mexico. In the meantime, if there are any
squarers who would like to write to us giving

Don Franklin

ALL WEATHER PRESSURE SENSITIVE
Recent Release

zifri/

SQUARE-ROUND DANCE
STICKERS

WW #117

Brilliant Tri-Color
Red, Black & Yellow

"STRAIGHT LIFE"

3"— 25c
5"— 35c

By Don Franklin

Add Postage with orders less than Five.
Add 5% Sales Tax in California

ROBERTSON DANCE SUPPLIES
P.O. BOX 364 • ARVADA, COLORADO 80002
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3600 33rd Ave., Sacramento, Calif. 95824
Phone (916) 421-1518
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NEWCOMB
TR-1640M-E2

TR-1625

40 Watt Amplifier

25 Watt Amplifier

Callers' net $259.95

Callers' net $169.95

List Price $389.95

List Price $254.95

Prepaid anywhere in U.S. if check in full accompanies order
PENNA. ADD 6% SALES TAX
RECORDS
We sell all round and
square dance record
labels postpaid.

RD #2, MONTOURSVILLE, PA. 17754

HARLAN'S RECORD CENTER

us advice as to what we should see in their
parts of the world, we will be glad to hear
from them.
We are both school teachers in grade
schools, in our forties, and have five children
and one grandchild. Our two teen-age daughters, Legri (16) and Deborah (13) both attend high school and would like to hear from
other kids their age, girls or boys . . .
Jack and Ann Gates
25 Ngapuhi Rd.
Auckland 5, New Zealand

Phone (717) 435-0460

Dear Editor:
Altho' I am a college student I still find time
to read my parents' copy of Square Dancing. I
have read and enjoyed it for about 10 years
now and could probably continue to read their
copy for a couple of years before my change
of residency would necessitate my own subscription.
To come to the point I wish to join the Sets
in Order American Square Dance Society on
my own. I feel that the "society" can be beneficial to the square dance movement but to do

THIS IS A DRESS DESIGNED FOR YOU
by

eiee Vetrepta
Thousands of happy dancers have bought
our styles at hundreds of stores located
Coast to Coast. Your favorite dealer probably has a selection of our dresses in stock.
If he doesn't, ask him to contact us. We'll
appreciate it and we think he will too.

of miami
0••
C

II

T

0

Styie 118
2110 NORTHWEST MIAMI COURT • MIAMI, FLORIDA 33127
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SQUARE DANCE and WESTERN SHOP
Ideal Olt Sae-motet Detfecia9
#588 PARTY PETTICOAT

$14.00 Postage $1.00

1kt6

1

SISSIE PANTS
Style N-20 — Nylon
tricot sissy pants.
Cut wide and shirred
in with 7 rows
matching lace. White,
Black, Red, Pink, Blue,
Yellow, Hot Pink,
Apple Green, Orange.

Our fullest, most beautiful
petticoat. Very full, 3 flounces,
lit
2 of nylon baby horsehair, 1 of
nylon sheer. Cotton yoke.
Colors: White, Black, Red, Pink,
Blue, Hot Pink, Royal, Orange,
Yellow, Lilac, Turquoise.
#586 Made in Pastel-Multi-Colored or
combinations of Kelly-Lime-Yellow or

Sizes: S-M-L. $4.95
Plus 50c postage.

$16.00
8916 Troost Ave., Kansas City, Mo. 64131 • Phone (816) 444-3110 • Open Thurs. Eves.
Brown-Gold-Beige

so it must have the backing of dancers and
callers alike.
For this reason I will support the SIOASDS;
please enroll me as a charter member.
John Cook
Wayland, Mich.
Nice to have you as a part of the "family."—

Editor

Dear Editor:
Keep up all the good work you are doing
for dancers everywhere. Sometimes it's a little
difficult to see the good things in this old world

with so many acts of violence taking place.
However, seeing thousands of people enjoying
themselves together as they did in Seattle last
year sort of gives you hope that things are
still okay.
Hector and Jeannette Therriault
Fairbanks, Alaska
Dear Editor:
I have subscribed to your magazine for ten
years and have almost all of the issues. I have
looked recently for an article which describes
what you — or others — consider a national

KALOX- Veteex-Longhorn
NEW L.P. ON KALOX
K-2004 "TAKE A LOT OF PRIDE" As Called By Harry Lackey
Ten full dances 5 patter & 5 singing calls.

GAYLON
SHULL

OTHER L.P.s AVAILABLE ON KALOX
K-2000 "THE BEST OF KALOX" Caller: Singin' Sam Mitchell
K-2001 "LET'S DANCE" Caller C. O. Guest
K-2002 "SQUARE DANCE TIME" Caller: Bob Yerington
K-2003 "SING ALONG WITH SAM" Caller: Singin' Sam Mitchell

HARRY
LACKY

NEW SINGLES ON KALOX
K-1106 "LONELY HEART" Flip/Inst. Caller: Gaylon Shull
K-1105 "PING PONG"/"MILK COW BLUES" (Hoedown)
K-1104 "MOFFIT OKLAHOMA"— Flip/Inst. Caller: Billy Lewis
K-1103 "WORRIED MAN"/EIGHT'R FROM DECATUR" (Hoedown)
K-1102 "COLORADO — Flip/Inst. Caller: Vaughn Parrish

LATEST RELEASES ON LONGHORN
LH-182 "HEART OF MY HEART"— Flip/Inst. Caller: Louis Calhoun
LH-181 "TELL ME WHY MY DOG DON'T BARK" -- Flip/Inst. Caller: Bill Barnett
NEW ROUNDS ON BELCO
B-237 "IF YOU KNEW SUZIE" Two-Step By Oscar & Fran Schwartz
"TWINKLE WALTZ" Waltz By Dean & Peti Fabbry

PRODUCED BY
SINGING SAM
MITCHELL

KALOX RECORD DISTRIBUTING CO.

2832 LIVE OAK DRIVE • MESQUITE, TEXAS 15149 • Phone (214) 210 0616
-

BILLY
LEWIS
•11■
•••.n
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you're apt to
run into
square dancers
almost anywhere
even
at a

geisha
Party
JOIN THE SQUARE DANCERS
ON THEIR TOUR TO THE ORIENT, 1970.
An unbelievably, fascinating adventure to Japan, Formosa, Thailand, Singapore
and Hong Kong (with an optional stay over in Honolulu) awaits a limited number
of enthusiasts who will be traveling with Wally and Maxine Schultz, March 27 to
April 18, 1971. No part of the world holds so many surpises for the traveler. No
way of seeing the Orient surpasses the thrill and adventure of sharing your
adventure in the Orient with other square dancers. You'll be staying in some of
the finest hotels, eat meals worthy of Emperors, take part in square dances
especially designed for this tour and enjoy hundreds of extras that are only
available on the most expensive tours. When you read your copy of the itinerary
(bound into last month's issue of SQUARE DANCING) you'll discover how very
much thistour includes and how inexpensive it actually is.
If you have any particular questions nn the tour,
or if you would like an extra copy of the itinerary, please write to:

"Oriental Adventure," The American Square Dance Workshop
462 North Robertson Boulevard, Los Aneeles, California 90048

CHINA AIRLINES

PA I
" A

We invite you to vist us at The Sets In Order
American Square Dance Society booth at the
National Convention in Louisville this month.
We'll have copies of the itinerary and we'll be
more than happy to answer your questions.

f141U in NEW REL
No. 4943 "Mountain Dew"
Called by: Nate Bliss

No. 4944 "Singing The Blues"

tanhOr ReeOPOS

g

usr FOR DAI404°

i

Called by: Johnny LeClair
NEW ROUNDS

No. 4743 "Patricia"

'Tango Europa"

By Jess & May Sasseen

By Joe & Opal Cohen

NATE
BLISS

JOHNNY
LeCLAIR

5530 N. Rosemead, Temple City, Calif. 91780

caller to be. I have been unable to put my
finger on any such article but I would appreciate it if you would tell me how you consider
the average dancer would classify a national
caller.
Paul V. Wright
Mascoutah, Ill.

for their own classes and clubs. In 1970 SQUARE
DANCING is running a series of cover stories on
callers who have traveled extensively to call and
who have proved themselves over the years.
These men would certainly fit the category of
"national" callers and there are many more in
the same category. — Editor

The term "national caller" is certainly a difficult one to define. I would say that it has no automatic relationship to a person's ability to call.
Many callers are excellent but because of jobs,
etc. cannot leave home to call on a "national"
basis. Most of them are completely happy calling

Dear Editor:
We would like to thank you for the wonderful coverage you gave us about our new barn
in the January Square Dancing Magazine. We
were very surprised about the inquiries we

HELP TO MAKE

SQUARE DANCE WEEK •1970
A SUCCESS!

These specially designed posters and bumper strips
will help your area to focus attention on this great
American activity. Place posters in store windows,
on bulletin boards, on shop counters and in any
well-spotted location.

SQUARE DANCE
WEEK
POSTERS
(81/2" x 11")

3,1811
1
I:
1St
FOR

On sturdy poster
board in one color
ink
12 — $ 1.25
50
3.00
100 -4.00

An order postpaid
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SQUARE DANCE WEEK
BUMPER
011WIRE
STRIPS
(4" x 12")
On durable
chromecoat white
stock—self-adhesive
in one color ink
Each
15c
12 — $ 1.45
50 — 4.00
100 — 6.25
1000 — 35.00
All order postpaid
California add 5%
Sales Tax

DANCE WEEK

SEPT. 7-13
4.Order from:
" THE SETS IN ORDER
AMERICAN
SQUARE DANCE
SOCIETY

462 No. Robertson Blvd.
Los Angeles, California 90048
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THEN GET

DO YOU WANT TO
Learn essential choreographic principles by
listening and dancing?

CALLER TRAINING TAPES...Nothing like these available
anywhere, 33/4 ips two-track monaural on 7 inch reels;
Send for subject and price list.

Use the newer material without clobbering
your floors?

HASHING IT OVER ...a monthly series; new stuff, old
stuff, diagrams, equivalents, zeros, etc.; $9.95 per year
for 12 issues (U.S. and Canada) postpaid.
THE FUNDAMENTALS OF CALLING ... New 1969 edition!

Follow the action in the square as you
call? [Attention: An Ideal Textbook
for CALLERS' CLASSES]

Order
from:
JAY KING
P.O. Box 462
Lexington,
Mass. 02173

Teach new dancers even though you
may never have taught before?
Find interesting equivalents and
zero movements in seconds?
(Mass. residents add 3% sales tax to base pr.)

have received as a result of the article. We
have not only heard from New Englanders but
from Illinois asking about our "floating floor."
And from New York asking for more information about our 10th Anniversary. We must say
that the magazine is widely read.
Our club has appeared on television and my
husband and 1 were interviewed on the same
program. Much of the information we used
came from your magazine.
Ed and Jen Kosakowski
Southbridge, Mass.

1/40 40/1 eGme

This one has everything! 275 pages, 39 chapters, hundreds
of diagrams; patter, timing, music, club, workshop and
"challenge" calling, plus much more.. $8.95 postpaid
(Canada $9.95; airmail U.S. $10.50; airmail Canada $12.50).
HOW TO TEACH MODERN SQUARE DANCING ... New
1969 edition: over 200 pages covering 30 complete lessons
in detail: diagrams of basics, section on music and more:
$8.00 postpaid (Canada $9.00: airmail U.S. $9.25; airmail
Canada $10.50).
THE HASH WHEEL ... white plastic wheel, sized like a
45 rpm record; dial your zero movements and equivalents;
$3.25 postpaid U.S. & Canada (airmail U.S. & Canada $3.40).

Dear Editor:
If you hear of anyone wishing to sell any
pre-1953 issues of Sets in Order, I would appreciate their writing to me.
Bruce Elm
635 W. 980 North
Provo, Utah 84601
Dear Editor:
What is your opinion of "Yellow Rock" in
square dancing? When the caller says, "Yellow
Rock your corner," it is supposed to mean,
"Hug your corner."

SEVENTEENTH ANNUAL

BLACK HILLS

SQUARE DANCE FESTIVAL
JULY 24 AND 25, 1970, RAPID CITY, SOUTH DAKOTA
FEATURED CA LLERS
• Square Dancing, Friday Night, July 24, City Auditorium
• Round Dance Workshop, Saturday, July 25, A.M.
• Square Dance Workshop, Saturday, July 25, P.M.

JOHNNY
LeCLAIR
Riverton,
Wyoming

• Dancing on Street in Front of City Auditorium, Saturday Evening.
• Street Specially Treated for Pleasurable Dancing. (Inside in case it rains)
• After Party, 4H Building after Midnight.

For further information and brochure, contact:

JERRY
HAAG
Cheyenne,
Wyoming

MRS. C. W. COON
314 St. Charles St., Rapid City, South Dakota 57701
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* CONVENTION

NAT'L SQ. DANCE
ATTENDANCE BADGE
Booth No. 11 & 12
Louisville, Ky.

Colorful Red, White, & Blue Badge.
Attendance Bars Available for
Past Conventions.
$2.00 for Badge & 1 Bar. Add. Bars $.70.
See You in Louisville

DELRONS BOX 364

19 LOUISVILLE 7 D

LEMON GROVE, CALIF. 92045

I have been ( I) crushed by some 250-pound
6-footer; (2) lifted three feet off the floor like
Daddy's little girl; (3) been embarrassed by
some fellow inches shorter than me trying to
hug me. Ugh.
At the risk of being called a prude I must
say I prefer to choose the people I want to
hug. Why should I have to be hugged by some
man that I have perhaps seen for the first time?
I have always felt that a hug was a demonstration of affection and I don't wish to spread my
affection so thinly that I hug strangers.

Send Sketch of idea
for Free Sample of
Club Badges

Please tell the callers guilty of this practice
to cut it out. One caller even capitalized on
this by painting some small rocks yellow, attaching a pin and ribbon and selling them!
Stella M. Cutone
Weirton, W.Va.
We must lead a fairly sheltered existence out
here because we have not heard of Yellow Rock.
However, there are several "happy" little gimmicks of this sort which square dancing could
easily do without and perhaps we will have an
opportunity to hit them all in a coming issue.—
Editor

Desert Flower

ORIGINALS
3118 CENTRAL S. E.
P.O. Box 4039
ALBUQUERQUE
NEW MEXICO 87106

OUR NEW BROCHURE
IS READY
WRITE FOR IT
Include Zip Code
with your address
..aruecoolo y %.7,4431

LOOK YOUR BEST
68

WEAR A DESERT FLOWER ORIGINAL
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HEADQUARTERS FOR NEWCOMB
P. A. SYSTEMS and ACCESSORIES
OVER 70 SYSTEMS TO CHOOSE FROM
TR 1640 M-E2
ONLY $259.95
F.O.B. LOS ANGELES
$87.00 DOWN
$15.85 PER MONTH-12 months
Calif. Add 5% Sales Tax.

WRITE FOR FREE BROCHURES

mike cozy VOLUME CONTROL
• Holds and protects any microphone
up to 101/2 inches long
• Plus 20 feet of cable

To use with Electro-Voice
Microphone and Newcomb
PA Systems.
25-40-56 and 80 Watt.

• Easy to store ... handy to carry
sturdy metal zipper
• Handsome pebble-grained
in rich mocca color
• Multiple seams finished
with vinyl welt

When ordering please specify
model of Newcomb and
microphone.

• Durable, heavy-gauge
Naugahyde exterior
• Extra-protection 1/4"
foam inner pad on make
compartment exterior
• Smooth plastic-lined
mike compartment
• Separate cable
compartment
• Handy carry tab

$5.95

Controls the music volume
while you're calling. No
special Hookup or alteration
needed on your PA system.
Just plug in.
Volume control with
12' cable.

$2500

75c Postage & Handling

POSTAGE & HANDLING $1.00

Calif. add 5% sales tax

5% SALES TAX ON CALIF. ORDERS

Callers' Supply Company
Phone (213)-652-7434
P. 0. BOX 48547, LOS ANGELES, CALIFORNIA 90048

ashion
aturpj

Plain and print for this dress.
The yellow cotton inset and a
print of two shades of lavender
on white make Claudia. Holloway's sleeveless dress a bright
approach to summer. Matching
yellow cotton lace trims the skirt.

SOUND by HILTON

Fabulous New Transistorized
Sound Systems with
Everything the Caller Could
Ask for:

SS-200-S1/2:
Built-in monitor speaker is the
J. B. Lansing D-208, in a specially designed acoustic suspension enclosure. To drive
external speakers from monitor
channel, move selector switch.
Built-in output meter; needle
damped so that heavy bass
transients do not cause fluctuation.
Amplifier and turntable fit together for carrying; dimensions
121/2 "x 151/2 "x 18"; total weight
31 pounds.
Lighted control panel and
turntable deck.

Hilton SS-ALT Speaker
For efficiency, dynamic
range, distortion-free handling of high audio loads,
and separation of voice and
music, the Altec-Lansing
speaker in the folded horn
enclosure has no rivals.
The perfect match fnr tha
SS-200 or AC-200.

AC-200:

Either of the twin 100-watt
channels can cover the entire
floor. Use the other as a monitor, hold it in reserve, or flip a
switch to put both channels
under a single set of controls,
and cover 200 squares, with
power to spare.
A special "Low Gear" makes
volume easy to control, in small
halls.
Fidelity, response, latitude of
tone control unequalled in the
square dance field.
Backed by the Hilton guarantee of complete satisfaction
and the Hilton reputation for
service to the square dance
field.

Two hundred watts of power,
and a built-in turntable—all in
an attache case! 6"x 16" x 18",
total weight 191/2 pounds. AC200 can be hand carried on any
airliner.
Outstanding quality and performance, plus compact size
and light weight, make AC-200
the travelling caller's ideal
sound system.
Monitor channel has separate mic and phono controls—if
monitor is desired, plug in any
speaker, or use the Hilton record case with speaker built in.

Want full information about
Hilton Sound Systems and
Teaching Aids?

Matching Record Cases

Write or Phone

HILTON AUDIO PRODUCTS
Dept. A
-4 inn" A CN I VVV-1-1

t

Concord, California 94520
Area Code 415, Phone 682-8390

Hold 100 45 RPM records
and have storage space for
mike, cords, etc. 100 dustproof envelopes included.
Available in two models:
With Altec-Lansing 755E
speaker built into lid, for
IISP with Ac-70n as a mnnitor speaker, or without
built in speaker.

PLEASE NOTE OUR NEW ADDRESS AND TELEPHONE NUMBER!

"••••■

"Brilliant! You swapped the car for a new P.A. system—How do we get to the do

l
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PRODUCTION

NEW RELEASE

"LEE HELSEL 1970"
PULSE SDA-1201
LEE HELSEL

Eight patter calls, designed for experienced
club level dancers. A 12", 331/3 Long Play.
NEW ROUNDS
SDR-500

"AIN'T WE GOT FUN"/
"ANOTHER YOU"
We're really excited about these! Don't miss
'em. A memorable entry into the field of Round
Dancing.
AVAILABLE AT YOUR LOCAL RECORD DEALER
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Here is Your Opportunity
to order the NEW & REVISED edition
of Frank T.Eamiltort'c

CallanTcachcrs

Lancers • 011:17 Caro:mitts:Es
at LOW pre-publication prices

‘:14%3WAWCTI
rt iBARUAI

-

$30

if you send in this card prior
to June 30th. We'll bill you.

or $950
son

Enclose this card and your remittance
in an envelope and mail before June 30.

price after June 30 $3.50

for

( PLEASE TEAR OUT HERE)

llerz a O ereacherz
(.7:11.11: Corr ittees
Lancer- c

FIRST CLASS

Frarai

Permit

(revised edition)

30059
Los Angeles, Calif.

BUSINESS REPLY MAIL

it

No postage stamp necessary if mailed in United States
POSTAGE WILL BE PAID BY

The aft
AMER ICAN SQUARE DANCE SOCIETY
462 North Robertson Blvd.
Los Angeles, Calif. 90048

Don"
MISS

This
special
Oiler

As an enthusiastic dancer are you interested in
every phase of this activity? Are you interested in
becoming a better dancer? If so, this new, revised
edition of Frank Hamilton's ROUNDANCE MANUAL
for callers, teachers, club committees and dancers
is for you! One hundred and twenty pages of up-tothe-minute information makes this manual a must
for dancers as well as for teachers and callers.
This ROUNDANCE MANUAL is a fitting companion
text to Frank Hamilton's "American Round Dancing" (50 pages).
Here is your opportunity to get this valuable
ROUNDANCE MANUAL at a low, low pre-publication price. Simply fill out the card below and mail it
before June 30, 1970. Incidentally, this text will
make an excellent gift for a friend.

PRE-PUBLICATION FORM
Please send me a copy of the new-revised
Roundance Manual as soon as it comes off the
press. I am taking advantage of the low prepublication price by mailing this post card
before June 30, 1970 (The regular price after
publication is $3.50 per copy.)

Check One
Bill me $3.00 (just send in
the post card).
Enclosed is my check for
$2.50 (fill out this card and
send it in an envelope with
your remittance).
All prices U.S. funds.

Name
Address__
City

Number of
Copies

State

Zip

You may take advantage of the pre-publication price when ordering additional copies
for friends if the order accompanies your own. Simply indicate in the box how many
copies you wish mailed to you.

Frank Hamilton's
,K143-A)
43
1
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Callen • Tcacherc
Dancerc 0L:.1.7b Committees

will soon
be off the press!
This excellent 120 page manual
up-dated to the present time (mid
1970) has proved to be an
invaluable companion to anyone
more than just casually interested
in this activity. The manual is now
ready for the press and should be
available at your favorite square
dance record and book dealer
by mid July.
Be among the first to have this
valuable text in your collection.
A special pre-publication offer is
available for a limited time only
(see page 53 in this issue).

Total Amount enclosed $
Californians add 5% Sales Tax

21A

